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The fabric of the rocks in the neighbourhood 
of Carriok Castle is described and analysed. A tectonic 
axis which is horizontal and trends north-east to south-
west, is recorded In the rocks. The profile consiructed 
by projecting mapped lithological horizons and other fabric 
data shows that the ro&ks are folded into a large-scale 
antiform with gently-dipping north-west limb and steeply-' 
dipping south-east limb. Kinematic interpretation of the 
fabric indicates that the main movements in the area during 
deformation were north-west to south-east and towards the 
antiform crest. This structural and kiiaxaatic interpretation 
differs from the current v13w In which it is considered that 
the antiform arches the lower limb of a large-scale recumbent 
fold. 
The regional setting of the rocks in the Carrick 
Castle area is considered and relevant previous work on the 
South-West Highlands is reviewed critically. A reinter-
pretation of the structure of the rOcks In the region of 
Ben Lul Is presented. It is shown that the fold axis as 
now determined, does not coincide with the fold axis hitherto 
assumed and. that the rocks are folded Into an antiform which 
vi 
is probably a continuation of the Loch Tay Antiforin. 
The fabric of the Loch Tay Limestone between Carrick and 
Ben Lul is described. The structural evolution of the 
rock is traced. Kinematic and dynamic interpretation 
of the present fabric indicates. deformation about a 
tectonic axis which is essentially horizontal and trends 
north-east to south-west. 
1 
PART ONE - THE ROCKS, IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD 
OF CARRICK CASTLE. 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
The special interest of the Dairadian hooks in 
the neighbourhood of Carrick Castle lies in the fact that 
there one of the principal tectonic elements in the South-
west Highlands is supposed to be visible. In Part One of 
this thesis however, the rocks of the Carrick Castle area 
will be discussed without reference to wider regional con-
siderations. 
The rocks involved are mica schists, hib1y 
micacous quartzites, schistose grits and albito schists. 
The grade of metamorphism is therefore low. The large-
scale structure of those rocks has long been a subject of 
controversy, and several interpretations have been proposed. 
It was originally suggested that the rocks are C oidd into 
a large anticlino in which the fold axis is horizontal and 
trends north-east to south-west (Murchison, 1851). This 
structure was subsequsntlr named the Cowal 1nticline 
(Clough, 1697). An additional interpretation of this 
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Pig. 1. 	Locality map. 	The area described is shown 
by the full line around Carrick Castle. 
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suggested that the,, anticlino represents the refolding of 
both the upper and lower limbs of a major recumbent fold 
which closes towards the south-east, the axis of the fold 
being parallel to the jintiform axis. This fold has 
beconie known as the Carrick Castle Fold, after the locality 
whore the hinge is supposed to be visible, and it is on-
vlsaged.that the upper limb of the Carrick Castlo.Fold has 
been removed by denudation, except to the south-east of 
the anticlino oDost (Fig.2). The supposed recumbent 
fold has been intorprotctod as either a syncline overturned 
towards the north-west (Clough,1897) or an anticline recumbent 
towards the south-east (Bailey, 1922). AccordIng to 
other workers (e.g. McNair, 1908; Cunningham-Craig, 1904; 
Poach and Home, 1930) noIher the Cowal Anticline nor the 
Carrick Castle Fold exist, the apparent anticlinal 
structure of the rocks resulting from the attitude of the 
limbs of isoclinal folds. 
In the first part of the thesis, the results of 
a re-examination of the rocks In the neighbourhood of 
Carrick are recorded. Since July, 1952,approximato17 
twenty square miles 1iIng to the west of Loch Goil have been 
mapped on a scale of six Inches to one mile, lithology 
3 
and macroscopic and iiegascopic structural data having 
been recorded (Fi.l). The chief rock types were sub-
jected to detailed investigation which includod petro-
fabric analysis of oriented speoluens of quartzose and 
micaceous rocks. Astructura1 and kinematic interpretation 
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Fig. 	2. Diagrammatic sections to illustrate the structure 
of Cowal. 
According to the interpretation of Clough. 
According to the interpretation of Elles 
and Tilley. 	- 
- 	
- 	 S 
II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK. 
In reviewing previous literature bearing on 
the problem under discussion, a clear distinction Is 
drawnbetween evidence from the Carrick Castle area and 
evidence from adjoining areas that has been used to 
support the Interpretation of the structure of Cowal 
as a major recumbent fold. With the ezception Of 
the earliest work, which Is mentioned only brIefly, 
attention is here confined to previous literature which 
is directly concerned with the Carrick Castle area. A 
critical review of the relevant literature from adjoining 
areas will be given in Part Two. 
(a) Early Work. 
The earliest geological information on the 
Cowal area Is recorded in the map accompanying "A Desc-
ription of the Western Islands of Scotland and the Isle 
of Man" by 3. Maccu].loch. This pioneer correctly in- 
dicated that the rocks in the area are chiefly mica schists 
with two north-east to south-west trending outcrops of 
chlofite schist or phyllito, one near upper Loch Fyno and 
the other near Dunoon ( approximately Ih the position shown 
5 
in modern maps; see Fig. 1). Macculloch also noted 
that the rocks of south Kintyre are folded into an anticline 
trending roughly parallel to the length of the peninsula. 
The "Essai Gologique:su' L!icosse" by Am! Bout (120) 
contained a similar map, except that the Loch Fyne phyllite 
was omitted. 
The suggestion that the rocks in Cowal are 
folded into an anticlino was first thade by MurôhisOn who 
recognised the structure on the shore of Loch Ec1 during 
a traverse from Holy Loch to Strachur (1851). 	In the 
following year J.Nicol published a paper dscribing the 
eduthond of Kintyro (1852). He confirmed 1.1aoculloch's 
observations on the structure of Kintyro and contrasted 
the almost north to south strike of the mica 8ebist group 
with its north-east to south-west strike in the area to 
the north-east. Although, apparenIy, unaware of Nicol's 
paper, T.F. Jamieson (1862) was familiar with the reports 
of Maôculoeh and Murchison and concluded that the aziticline 
they observed is probably continuous through Cowal. He 
travelled to south-west Cowal and traced an anticline in 
the rocks, its trend being north-east to south-west. 
(b) Clough's Memoir. 
The greatest single contribution to our knowledge 
of the Cowal area was published in the Geological 
Survey Memoir of 1897 by C'T. C1ough, with minor con-
tributions by W. Gunn and J.B. Hill. Clough modified 
the then-existing interpretation of the structure of Cowal. 
It was he who first suggested that the rocks of the area 
belong to a large north-east to south-west trending fold 
of "pre-anticline t' age, the' anticline merely arching the 
lower linth of this fold about the same axis (Fig. 2, 1). 
This view was based on two lines of evidence: 
1. The chief evidence is stratigraphic in nature, 
namely that the horizons on the north-west limb of the. 
antiform are not repeated to the south-east, as would 
be expected if the structure were that of a simple anti- 
dine (Clough, 1897, p.  86). For example, the Glendaruel 
limestone 1 (which is correlated with the Loch Tay Limestone) 
iThis and other so-called ',1imestones" occurring in areas 
of Dairadian metamorphic rocks are thoroughly recrystallized 
marbles. 
is not found on the south-east limb of the antiform; 
moreover in dough's opinion, the Dunoon Phyilite is not 
to be correlated with the Ardrishaig Phyllite, i.e. 
the Loch Fyne Phyllite of the early workers.' 
2. On the hills to the west and south-west of Carrick 
7 
Castle, dough mapped two schistose grit horizons (he 
named them groywacke grit), separated by a group of albite 
schists. He suggested that the schistose grit horizons 
approached each other and that the albite schist outcrop 
accordingly became narrower. Although the closure was 
not seen, Clough supposed that the sebistoso grit horizons 
were the same, on the upper and lower limb of a fold, 
with the a].bite schists forming the core (Sheet 37. and. 
Clough, 1897 pp.87 and 205). The basis of this intor-
protation is shown in Fig. 4 which is drawn from the One-
Inch Sheet. The schistose grit horizons to which dough 
made extensive roference are nOt represented on the publish-
ed map, but the form of the albite schist outcrop is indlo-
ated. 
The fold of "pre-anticline " ae was described 
as a recumbent syncline by Clough (see Fig. 2). He 
admitted that the closure of this fold had not definitely 
been seen anywhere in Cowal, and emphasized the very 
tentative nature of this structural interpretation. In 
fact be wrote; 
"We do not wisb to speak with much confidence. 
There may be some better exp1atnation of the 
structure of the district, but we do not think 
It possible that the general order of succession 
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(c) The Views of MeNair,, Poach and Others. 
Between 1898 .and 1908 P. MeNair 'published 
a serieq of papers in which he sggested that the rocks on 
the southern margin of the High lands:,.i including the Covial 
district in Argyll, are fol4ed  into a synclinorium. An 
anticlinal appearance results, according to'McNair, from 
the attitude of the limbs of dLsoolinal folds; steeply-
dipping towards the south-east on the south-east limb of 
the syncithoriurn and gently-dipping to the north-east on 
the north-east limb (UcNalr, 1908, FIgs. 43 and 44). 
A similar view on the structure of Cowal seems to have been 
held by the officers of the Geological Survey who had 
worked in aroa to the north-east and who were mostly 
disinclined'to accept Cloug'&s interpretation of the 
structure of Cowàl. . In 'Chapters on the Geology of 
Scotland tt , there is a section, attributed to Peach, drawn 
through the are a to the south-west of Carrick Caatle in 
which the structure of Cowal is represented as synclinal 
(Peach and Home, 1930, P1. XVIII). The chief criticism 
'which can be levelled at this view of the structure is that 
the attitude of the foliation in what is envisaged qs the 
trough of the synolinorium does not support this inter- 
pretation, since the foliation is horizontal and not arranged 
9 
in Isoolinal folds withvortica]. limbs asdrawn by 
ricNair and Peach. The evidence for this interpretation 
is nowhere clearly stabed and it is therefore not possible 
to assess its validity. 	It seems, In fcct, that It Is 
merely based on a genral conction of the structure of 
the Highlands. 
The Carriok Castle Fold - ypclIne or Antioline? 
In 1922 E.B. Bailey published a synthesis of 
the structure of the South-Vest Highlands. lie accepted 
Clouh's Interpretation of the structure of Cowal and 
named the fold of tipre_anticlineti  age, the Carrick Castle 
Fold, He suggested, however, that since tho small folds 
In the district are overturned towards the south-east, the 
large-scale rnovments in the neighbourhood of Carrick 
Castle were probably towards the south-east. Therefore, 
Bailey claimed, the Cerrick Castle io1d is probably over-
turned towards the south-east and is a recumbent anticline. 
The Distribution of MetaorphIc Zones. 
The only other lOcal evidence for the Carrick Castle 
Fold Is based on 	a study of the distribution of the metamorph- 
Ic zones. C.E. Tilley extended the mapping of metamorphic 
zones, which had been initiated by Barrow in the South-ast 
10 
Highlands, towards the south-west (1925). 	He found in 
this area, including Cowal, that tho.metmorphic zones 
are gently inclined to the north-west with an upward 
increase in metamorphic grade. He accordingly postulated 
that the rocks must have been inverted o This wont was 
contInued in detail In Cowal and it was thought that the 
distribution of metamorphic zones could best be explained 
by assuming the existence of a large-scale recumbent fold. 
in' the area (lilies and Tilloy, 1930). 	This fold was cor- 
related with the Carrick Castle Fold (sooFig. 2, 1 and 2). 
Several workers have expressed distrust of these conclusions, 
Gregory instanced several examples of areas within the zones 
mapped by Tilley whore the Index minerals of other zones 
are abundant. 	e also drew attention to the fact that 
the lower grade index minerals mapped by Tilley may, in 
places, have resulted from ietrogrossive metamorphIsm of 
high grade minra1s (Gregory,. 1931, p.148). E.B. Bailey 
has objected to the conelusions of Elba and Tilley on 
the grounds that the metamorphism is denonstrably para-
and post-kinematic, and furthermore, that accorllng to 
their mapping the authors found the low grade zones which 
overlie as well as underlie zones of higher grade, suggesting 
that some other factor may have influenced the appeuranco of 
11 
zonal minerals (Bailey, 1938, Pt.II, p.39; also C1Q1i, 
197 1, p.90 and Bailey, 1923, p.317). 	H.H. Read has 
questioned the assumption that where metamorphic grade 
deerases in depth, the rocks must be iñverted(1940). 
(f) Greg ry and the Lennoxian. 
J.W. Gregory hold the old view that the roc1s 
of Cowal aro arched into an anticline which trends north-east 
to south-west (1931). 	In addition, Gregory considered 
that certain rocks on the margin of the Highlands overlie 
unconformably the higher grade schists of the Dalradians. 
For these former rocks Gregory proposed the name Lennoxian 
( those are approximately the equivalent of the rocks indi 
cated as schistosO grit and slate and phyllite in the 
south-east corner of the map in Fig.I). Although Gregory 
admitted that the unconformable relation of the Lennoxian 
on Dairadian rocks could nowhere be seen on the ground, he 
pointed to tho'sharp contrast in grade of metamorphism 
between the marginal rocks of the Highlands and the Dairadian 
schistsi,i the presence of fragments of Dairadian sci- ists in 
the marginal rocks and the apparently unconformable relations 
on a map of these two groups, in support of the sparation 
of Lennoxian from Dalradian rocks. The importance of these 
12 
remarks lies in the fact that Gregory' c.1aimd that the 
, - asymm6 tryi of 1itholoical ior.zons on each limb of the 
Cowal antioline is cxpl1n- a result of the partial 
coverInC ;of the rocks on the south-est limb by the over-
lying Lonnoxian, thereby obscuring some of the horizons, 
such as the Loch Tay Limestone (1931, p.64, Figs .3 and 4). 
Later critics have tended to belittle GreGory's 
contribution, chiefly on the grounds that the unconformity 
between Dairadian and Lennoxian rocks is nowhere seen. 
Yet Gregory's views represent another of the possible 




The area lies in a re1ativly' Inaccessible 
anc3. little-known pert of the South-West Highlands. 	It 
is roached by road only from the north through the .ruggd 
G1.inne flho5.r or by Gleann Beag (Hell'.s Glen) is shown in 
Fig ....i. 	Although the hills In the region are not high, 
attaining a riaxlmum of only 2,557 ft., tberelief is firly 
rugged and exposures are good. The hills form a s±3rong 
ridge separating Loch doll from Loch Eck. The valley 
now partly occupied by Loch Goil Is steep-walled and narrow 
and appears to have been glacially excavated. 
In the north of the area (Fig o 4) the eiu'yed 
ridge separatIng Loch Goll from Loch Eck is concave to the 
west, and has Beinn Tharsuln (2Q37 ft.), 13elnn Loehain 
(2306 ft.), Beinn Bhoula (2557 ft.) and Sgurr a' ChOflih 
(2184 ft.) as its chief peaks. 	In the middle of this 
partial ring rises Cruach nam Mlseag (1989 ft. ) which has 
a fine summit, particularly striking when seen from the 
south. The radial draInage f9m this point is a. conspic-
bus feature (?Ig. '). The southern end of the ridge Is 
remarkably flat-topped and straight, trending north-west to 
south-east fom'Beinn Bhreac (2043 ft.). to Creachan Mon 
(2156 ft.). 
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On the north-east slope of this part of the 
ridge are located the Duhh Ch.oire and the Coire nan Each 
separated by a spur running down from Cruach a'T3huic 
to Cruach naxn Mial. The roks tend to be well exposed 
5.n the walls of these corries, while the floors are ill- 
OXIJO5Ed. 
In the present study, mapping was confinod to 
the ground iyin between the top of the ridge and Loch 
Go!)., except in the southern part of the area, tihoro, 
in orderTto collect data from further south than is 
accssih1e froia Carrick, information was obtained from 
the Loch Eck side of the high ground. 
15 
IV. OUTLINE OF PRINCIPLES AND NOMENCLATURE. 
(a) Principles. 
Structural analysis may logically be thought of 
in three steps or stages. These need to be carefully 
distinguished with a conscious effort made to separate 
fact and interpretation. 
(1) The first stage is to assemble and record 
observations on the shape and attitude of rock structures 
on all scales; namely the fabric of the rock. L'ven at 
this stage, a subjective approach is inevitable; in the 
production of a geological map for example, a personal 
element must enter. Fortunately the statistical methods 
which have been devised in structural geology eliminate 
subjectivity to a considerable extent. 
The second stage has for its object the determin-
ation of the way in which the rocks moved - the kinematics 
- and this can only be inferred from the recorded results 
of movements, that is from the collected fabric data. 
The final stage in analysis involves the attempt 
todiscoer the forces which caused the deformation, namely 
a study of dynamics. It seems probable tht in the present 
state of our knowledge, the, .question of the forces involved 
16 
must nearly always remain unanswered, 	Interpretations 
of the.fabrics of naturally deformed carbonate rocks 
appears to be the only way so far achieved In whlch this 
aspect or structural analysis can be approached with any 
degree of relibI1ity, since the manner In which these 
miterIals deform Is well understood as a result of oxper-
irnental wrk. 
The major port of this work I devoted to a 
description Bf fabric data on all the possible scales 
ranging betw3en those of thin sections and geological 
maps. 	This information is correlated into a.consistent 
structural picture. 	A. kinematic or movemant nicture of 
the rocks Is reconstructed by interpretatio) of the recorded 
fabric data. This movenent picture is found to be consistent 
with the structural synthesis. With the exception of the 
dynamic Interpretation of the Loch Tay Limestone as part of 
the regional study In Part Two, no attempt has been made to 
discuss the forces involved during the formation of the 
grand-scale structures. 
Throughout the work an endvour has been iriade to 
distinguish between observation and descrIption on the one 
hand and inference and interpretation on the other. 
17 
(b) liscussion of Fabric Cordinatos. 
A system or coordinates introduced by Sander to 
facilitate the descriptIon of rock fabrics produced by de-
position or deformation, has been widely employed by structural 
geologists for sverai years. A certain riount of confusion 
has ai'isen in the usage of the coOrdinates, and this has, 
to some extent, thrown their use into disrepute. 	Mis - 
understanding seems to have arisen chiefly fro: the fact 
that Sander defined the coOrdinates in terms of both 
geometry (yrnrnetry) and kinematIcs, i.e • of both description 
and interpretation. Before stating the definition of these 
coOrdinates, it Is neccessai'y to explain how cortain terms 
will be used. 
Axial symmetry: sym:otry referable to a sin1e axis; theie 
are 	snmnetry planes parallel to the axis and,a single 
symmetry plane normal, to the axis. 
Orthorhombic yetry: smetry referable to three mutually 
p9rpandicular axes which are interchangabie; there are 
two symmetry planes, normal to two of the axes. 
Monoclinic syrietry: symimietry referable to three perpendic- 
ular axes; there Is a single symmetry plane which contains 
two of the axes and Is therefore normal to the third. 
KU 
friclinie symmetry: syxiiet.x'y ft referable to three mutually 
perpendicular axes; there is no pine of symmetry. 
These definitions follow the usage of inopf and 
!ngeron (1933, pp. 42-44) and i 1 airbctirn (1942, p. 7). 
Deformation p1aio: the plane in ihich the raaxiiwum relative 
dIsplacement of particles occurs during d oformationr 
(Knopf and Ingerson, 1938, p. 44). 
s-surface or s-plane; any planar structure in a rock; may 
be defined by visible surfac3s or planes such as strati-
fIcation, schistosity or slip surfaces or by statletical 
surfaces indicated by lattice orientation of fabric 
elements. 
It is Important to;note that these symmetry terins 
are used to describe either the symmetry of moveuats or, the 
spnrnetry of rock firics. 	One of the fundamnta1 postulates 
of structural petrology is, however, that syffu7tiotry of deform-
ing ovoments is faitbfully reflected In the sumetry ibf 
resulting. This postulate Is supported by oxporimantal 
work on clays 9 crystalline met11ic aggregates and carbonate 
rocks. 
Sander's definitions of structural coordinates 
are given below: The definitions of these codrdinates as 
kinematic axes Is the older (1926) and Sander continues to 
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lay stress upon this usage (1948) yet in a recent 
communication to the present writer, he emphasized the 
use of these codrdinates as descriptive fabric axes (1954). 
Kinematic definition (Sander, 1948, p.68) 
b is normal to the deformation plane and lies in the 
most prominent s-surf ace. 
a is perpendicular to B in the plane of s. a is 
therefoie conmion to the deformation plane and 
and Is parallel to the direction of maximum relative 
tectonic transport. 
2. is noriiial to ab. 
Geometric definition (Sander, 1943, p. 125) 
If there is a penetrit;ire planar structuro, s, in the 
rock, it is named ab; s=ab and the normal to ab is c 
If there is in s an axial structure (such as a 1ine.tion 
or axis of m1orofo.ding), it is taken as h. - a is at 
right angles to b in the ab plane. 
Sander has shown (1948, p. 35) that in monoclinic. 
movements, the deformation plane is parallel to the symmetry 
plane in the resulttrig monoclinic fabric • Therefore in 
rocks which possess monoclinic symmetry, the descriptive 
fabric axes will correspond to the kinematic axes. The 
kinematic axes will be easily derived from a smdy of 
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syinnetry. 	If, however, the definitionS  of fabric axes 
are extended to describe fabrics with axial, orthorhombic 
or triclinic symmetry, the kinematic axes may not be so 
easily derivorl. 	As,f or explo, in ideally orthorhombic 
fabrics, the a and b kInOL1Lt1C axes are IntOrChCflb.Le. 
In practise, it Is usually possible to distinguish these 
axes since one my be parallel to a line of intersection 
of slip surfaccs which are equally inclined to the ab 
plane; this axis is h, at right angles to It is a. 
The usage of the coordinate B, has become sur-
rounded with an equal iount of . confusion. 	It Is probably 
true that as before,the misunderstcmdir has arisen froni 
the dual definition of B without the roalI't ion o clari- 
fIcation of this fact. 	3ander defines B as the normal to 
the defornation plane (198, p. 67) and as the noxinal to a 
symmetry plane Ia a fabric • So long as attention Is confined 
to fabrics with monodlinic syrcnetry, the B fabric axis is 
parallel to the B kinematic axis by definition. The 
kinoriiatic b axis is named B, If b becomes an axis of internal 
or, external rotation. Vielss has suggested why this should 
i95) 
be o. 	If e: :mutuaily perpendIcular coärdinates, £' 
and c are rotated about b, the b axis is the only constant 
kineraatic direction and this can be signified by namIn It B. 
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It is equally true that the only fabric oordinate which 
has a constant direction in folded rocks is the b fabric 
axis. Therefore, B may be; used both as a descriptive or 
genetic term, if a, baand c are so used. 
This suggestion is in agr.eement with general 
practice, with the exception that it is emphasized that a 
clear distinction should always he made between the two 
possible usages. It is always possible to make an arbitrary 
selection of fabric axes. 	One of the purposes of structural 
analysis should be the identification of the kinematic axes 
which are not neccessarily coincident with the fabric axes. 
(c) Fabric Coordinates Adopted. 
A set of fabric axed was adopted for the rocks in 
the Carrick area. These axes are purely f or descriptive 
purposes and are selected arbitrarily. They are found 
particularly useful in ptrofabric work to facilitate dealing 
with measured ftbric data. The most prominent of the fabric 
elements in the rooks is a visible foliation; this was taken 
as ab. The fabric element with the most constant orientation 
is an axis of small-scale folding and lineation trending 
iiorth-east to south-west. 	This was selected as the b-fabric 
axis, The north-east end was selected as b and the south- 
west end as b 	The a fabric axis therefore trends north- 
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west, to south-east and the south-east end was taken tko 
be positive, a+. 	These referencecoördinates are shown 
goographic.i1].y or.entod in Fig. 4. 
Initially, descriptive terms with no kinematic 
significance were also used for the macroscopic features 
of the fbr1c, such as s-surfaces and axial structures. 
The prominent foliation was called S1. Therefore. 3, 
ab. 	Other structural planes were named 3a and S. The: 
axis of small-scale folding in the area was namod,; 
therefore F,=b. 	Lirioations, of which more than ono are 








Pig. 4. 	Fabric coordinates adopted for the present work 
in the Carrick Castle area. 
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V. 1ACROSCOPIC AND MEGASCOPIC FABRIC. 
(a) Planar Fabric. 
1. Foliation. 
The most prominent feature of the imacroscopic 
and mogascopic fabric of the sciists in the area is the 
visible foliation which was selected as the ab plane of 
the fabric. This foliation was named S • S is defined by 
variations in mineral content and by parallelism of micas. 
Schistose grit horizons in the area which are thought to 
represent original bedding (p.34) are parallel to S 
To the north-west and south-east of the area, whore marked 
large-scale lithological variations are found, S1 is seen 
to bo parallel to the major litho&ogical contacts. 
Accordingly it is thought that ,5 1 may be a relic of original 
bedding. 
Although S is disturbed on a small-scale by 
folding, it is relatively uncontorted; single horizons 
being easily traced in an exposure. LTesurements of the 
dip and strike of 5, are shown in Fig. 5. The measurements 
from the area were plotted on an equal-area net by construct-
ing the normals to the foliation (iT-poles). These gave a 
very distinctive pattern, shown in Fig. 6, in which this 
/ 
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information is shown contoured. The distribution suggests 
the style of the intermediate or gxand-seale folding as 
shown in Fig. 6,, , 2.. 	-it-poles of. measurements of S. from 
the northern part of the ares alone were plotted (Fig. 6, 3) 
These lie in a maximum which corresponds to the principal 
maximum In the plot of 1 -poles from the total area. This 
suggests there is no Inte.rrnediate-scale folding and that the 
distribution of It-poles in Fig. 6, 1 Indicates the style of 
folding on the largest scale, namely the rocks are folded 
into a large-scale antiforir. 	In mapping the albité schists 
2 In descrIbthg he present work, antiform will be. used rather 
than anticline, since antiform is a descriptive term with no 
stratigrapialcal Implications. 
between Cnoc na Trier iche and Be Inn Bhreac, Clough found that 
there 'is a d,iso±dnnôe of dip between the base of the albito 
schist and the general dip of the foliation, and attributed 
this discordance to Intermediate-scale folding, which Is not 
visible In a single exposure (1897, p. 201). This analysis 
of the attitude of S 1 shows that Cioughs  Inference was 
probably Incorrect. 	If any such discordance. In' dip between 
the base of the albito schiets and the dip of the foliation 






3 , 	 4 
Fig. 6. 	All projections are lower hemisphere on an 'equal- 
area net. 	Plane of projection is the geographic- 
al horizontal, unless otherwise stated. 
238 poles of foliatiOn planes in the area 
mapped. 	Broken lines are great circles normal 
to the sub-maxima. 	Contours are -, 5, 10', .1 
and 20 per, cent per 1 per cent area. 
, Data from 1. viewed from the north-east. 
Style of folding suggested by the distribution of 
poles is indicated. 
144 poles of foliation planes In the north-.' 
west of 'the area. 	Broken line represents the 
mean strike and dip. Contours are 1, 5, 10, 15 
and 20 per cent per. 1 per cent area. 
Synoptic ç3-axis diagram. 	Circles denote 
maxima from 10 sub-areas. Relative size of the 
circles represents maxima of '5, 10, 15' and 20 per 
cent. per 1 per cent area. 
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transverse to the foliation. 
The distribution of ic-poles in the area shows 
that 51 is folded by an axis which Is horizontal and trends 
north-east to south-west. The homogeneity of this fold 
axis was tested by dividing the region into ten sub-areas in 
the manner suggested by Weann (1929) and Sander (1948). 
Greator precision Is given to this Investigation. If, instead 
of plotting ic-poles, the attitude of the foliation is plotte&. 
The great circles which represent the foliation on the net 
should intersect in a line which Is the axis of flexural fold-
ing in each sub-area. This axis has been' named 3 by 
Sander. 	Fig, 7 shows the p-diagrams for each of the 
sub-areas • Two features are apparent. Firstly,. in each 
suh-,area, the dip and strike of 3, are extremely regular, 
especially, as noted before, on the north-w9st limb of the 
antiform in the area (cf..Fig. 6, 2). 	The girdles or 
partial girdles of /3.intorsectlons in oach sub-area in-
dicate the mean dip and strike. Secondly,the /3-axes 
obtained are 	parallel in each sub-area. This Is 
shown In the synoptic diagram of maxiin of -Intorsections 
in Fig. 6 3, 4. There is no appearance of any other axis of 
floxural folding in the f-dIagrains of the sub-areas. The 
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notod, namely, an axis which trends north-east to south- 
west and is horizontal. This confirms the views of provous 
workers in the area on the trend and plungo of the fold axis. 
two 
There areAother visible s-surfaces present in the 
rocks. These both have a systematic orientation through-
out the area. The more abundaflt of these is a transposition 
foLiation of close-spaced slip planes, which was nsrned S 2 
(Fig. 8, l). The third s-3urface observed is an axial 
pine foliition; Fig. 8, 2 shàws a drawing from n exposure. 
his structure was named L3e Both S 2 and 33 are found 
chief ly in pelitic rocks, though they may be developed 
in quartzose rocks. 
ixposures In uthich both S 2 and 33 are present 
show that those structures tend to be parallel (Fig. 8, 3). 
Vihen S a and 33 arc plotted, it Is seen tht, :lthouh 
the angle between 3 and a  or S 3 varies, the attitude of 
~S2 and. Stends to be constant on each limb of the antiform 
(FIg. 8, 4). The poles of S 2 and S 3 lie in a partial 
girdle In the ac plcn& of the fabric 	S 2. and S 3 are there- 
fore hOl planes with respect to the macroscopic fabric axes. 
2. Joints. 
Jointing is very LConunon In the rocks of the arek; 
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Fig. B. . 1. 	Specimen showing the prominent foliation, S 
and the p'enetrative slip surfaces, S 2 . 	Inter- 
section of S and S 2 is L 1 . 	Stre'akirig of micas 
sub-parallel to the a fabric axis, L2 , is shown. 
Axial plane cleavage, a 5
, 
in micaceous bands. 
'Quartzose layers are shown white. 
Slip surfaces in micaceous layer becoming 
axial plane cieavae in quartzose schist. 
Poles of S 2 and 5 3 . 	Equal -area projection, 
lower I'iemisphere. 
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information f or systematic analysis of tha jointing. 
Two sets of joints seem to be particularly important. 
These are ac joints and bkO joints • The former are present 
in n3arly every exposure. They ure parallel or nearly 
parallel to the ac fabric plane. The hkO joints are 
oblique joints. 	Often only one is preset. The b fabric 
axis may bisect either the acute or the oblique angle between 
the joints. 3oth the ac joints and hkO joints give rise 
to fiir1y large cliff fatures and exert an important 
control on topography inthe region. 
(b) Axial Fabric. 
1. Fo].ding. 
Small-scale folding in the rocks in the area is 
corrion. 	The scale of the folding is very constant, rarely 
exc3eding about 12 inches in amplitude. 	In the schistose 
grit horizons, open folds of about 12ft. in sii1litude are 
prosont but larger structures were not soon, although the 
scale of the exposures would be quite adequate to show such 
structures if they existed. 
The trend and plunge of a largo numben of small 
folds were measured andplottedôn an equal-area net. 
These are shown contoured in Fig. 9 0 1. The folds are 
closely parallel to an axis which trnds north-east to south-
west and is horizontal. This axis was nainedF, . 	The 
regularity of this axis of small-sca 'e folding led to Its 
selection as the b fabric axis. F, is parallel to the 
axis of large-scale Lioxural folding, '3, which was derived 
from the attItude of the prominent fol1ation 	No  other 
axis of macroscopic folding was observd in the Carrick Castle 
area 
The stylo of the folding varies from the rtIcacous 
rocks to the quart zos rocks 	In rnicacous layers, small- 
scale foldihg is sharply contorted and angular in style, 
as shown in Fig. 9, 2, whIle in the schistose grits and 
quartzose horizonsi the folding 12 open and sihooth-f lowing, 
as in Fig. 9 0 3, drawn frow an exposure of the rock on which 
Carrick Castle is built. The sense o overfolding was record-
ed.in a large nunbe;of exposures and was found to be very 
consistent in each limb of the antiform. 	On the north-est 
l.lith, the overfolding is consistently towards the south-east, 
that is towards tha crest of the antiforxn, BetweenCrixách 
a' l3huic and Creach iighrach, the folding is crumpled and the 
seae of ovet'folding on the scale of an exposure is not un-
if orm, as shown In Fig. 9, 4. Although not so regular as on 
the north-east limb, the overfolding on the south-east of the 
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Fig. .9. 	1. •217 axes of small folds. 	Equal-area 
projection,, lower hemisphere. Plane of projec- 
tio'h is the geographical horizontal. 	Contours 
are , .10, 20 and 30 per cent per 1 per cent area. 
Style of folding in pelitic rocks.. Quartz-
ose layers are shown white. 
'Style of folding in quartzose bchist and 
• 	echistose grit.  
4.' Irxegualr sense of overfolding near the 
crest of the antiform. 
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aratiform is towards the antiform crest, that is towards the 
north-west, On a macroscopic scUe, the folding imparts 
monoclinic s?pnrnetry to the fabric of therooks 
2, Ljneations0 
Linear structure$ in the rocks were separated 
in the field on the basis of their macroscopic character. 
This was found to be justified when the trend and plunge 
of all the/lineations were plotted (Fig. 10, 1). The 
lineatioris are of two brOad types. The first of these 
was called L 1 and is defined by microfólding in micacus 
rocks or the inbersectionof penetrative slip surftces 
(Fig. 8 9 1). 	This microfo].dirig is probab].y merely an 
intermediate stage in the production of slIp-surfaces. 
The second type of linoation which is present in the rocks 
is that noted by Clouh and named by him "a direction of 
stretching". This does, in fact describe the appearance of 
the second lineation, which is marked by an alignment of 
the iulnerals In the rocks, or by I mo corrugations. Clough 
rocordod a few localities, such as the west side of Boinn 
Lochain (Geological Survey Sheet 37) where this linoatlon 
is present, but it is found faintly developed in nearly all 
the micaous rocks. 	No folding parallel to bhls lineation 
was observed. 
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b'Jhen the lirieations are' plotted (Fig. 10, 1), 
the two types of lineation are found to be sharply divided 
by trend and plunge. L1 occurs in a point-maximum, parallel 
to the b(=13) fabric axis. ' The second type of lineation 
has a wide variation In trend and plunge with a tendency 
to separate into two point-maxima. 	One of those ropresonts 
lineations parallel tothea fabrIc axis. This ].ineahion 
was named L a (FIg. 8, 1). The plunge of L 2 Is variable, 
since the ilneatlori lies in the foliation plane and there 
is a weak development of a Ld3.e of L, around the b fabric 
axis. The remaining ruximum represents a lineation oblique 
to the b fabric axis. This lineation was named L 3 . There 
Is a grad&ational relationship between the tr3nd and plunge of 
La and L 3 in contrast to their sharp distinction from L,. 
La and L 3 were nowhere found to become axes of rotation. 
(C) Sumrnarr of Llacroscople and Negascopic Data.. 
There is a prominent foliation (a,) in the area 
w.ich is Involved in flexural folding about an axis which 
trends north-east to south-west and is horizontal. 3 1 is 
cut by penetrative slip surfaces which are r3lated in 
symmetry to the garlic fold axis. The pattern of jointing 
is coinplIcted, but can also be correlated with the symmetry 
N 	 N 
J. 
Ir J2 
Fig. 10. Equal-area projections, lower hemisphere. 	Plane 
of projection is the geographical horizontal. 
158 lineations. 	Contours are 2/3, 2, 4 , 6 
and 8 per. cent per 1 per cent area. 
Diagram surnmarising the structural data from 
• the area. 	iT-indicates sub-maxima of the poles 
of foliation planes. 	Broken lines are great 
circles normal to each 111k. f'is the axis of flex- 
• 	• ural folding. 	F 1 is the axis of small folds. 
• 	• L 1 , L 2  and L,3 are axes of lineations. 
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of the fold axis. The axis of small-scale folding and 
a prominent lirieation in the area are parallel to the 
tectonic axis There Is a second type of lineàtion which 
is inclined to the fold axis at angles varying between 45 0  
and 90 0 . The information derived from analysis of the 
macroscopic and inegascopic fabric is summarised in a synoptic 
diagram, Fig. 10, 2. 
The fabric of the rocks has a,,overall monoclinic 
symmetry. The symmetry plane is parallel to the tic plane 
of the fabric. The normal to the symmetry p].nne Is there-
fore parallel to the b fabric axis and trends north-east 
to south-west. 2ither the deformation which gave rise to 
this monoclinic fabric Is the only onethe rocks have suffered 
or the last deformation was sufficiently intense to remove 
all traces, detectable by this method of structuralanalysis, 
of earlter phases of earth movements 	Commenting on this 
subject, Wegmann wrote: 
"In mountain zones, the arch1tcture or tectonics 
Is depondant on the last set of movements, and is a 
reflection of them." 	(1929, P. 100) 
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VI. STRUCTURi PROFILE. 
The study of megascopic data showS that the 
Oarrick Castle area is homóaxial, deformed about n axis 
trending north-east to south-west and 1.9 approximately 
horizontal. It would have been more logical to bocord 
corroborative evidence from perofabric analyses of some of 
the rook types at this point, but in order to preserve the 
continuity of thé:dsussion of macroscopic and grand-scale 
features, the results of petroabric analyses wilibe given 
later (see p q 41). For the moment, it is sufficient to 
note that preferred orientation patterns of the most import-
ant oostituent minerals reflect a deformation about a 
tectonic axis which is parallel to the fold axis in the 
Carrick Castle area which has already been described.. 
When the regional fold axis is known, a profile 
of the structure can be constructed by projecting field 
observations on to a plane normal to the fold axis. 
Allowance can be made for variations in trend and plunge 
if necessary (Wegmann, 1929; McIntyre, 1951, b). The 
construction of a profile of the area under consideration 
is attended by major limitations. The first is that since 
the tectonic axis in the area is horizontal, the greatest 
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structural thickness which can be observed In the field 
and hence projected, is that revealed by topographic relief, 
namely 2 1 500ft. The second difficulty lies in obtaining 
sufficient structural' data for projection. This is chIefly 
duo to relative absence of mppabie lithological variation 
in the rocks of the area. This obstacle was also noted 
by Clough, when he attempted an interpretation of the structure 
of the area (1897, p. 85). The majority of the rocks in the 
area are rather featureless micaceous and quartzose schits. 
Although these types may occur in bands, alternating frequenty 
on the scale of an exposure, 'there is Insu.fThclent systemtIo 
lithological contrast on a large scale to permit the pro-
duction ofa reliable geological map. in this respeôt, the 
published One-Inch Map (Sheet 37) is m&sleading In the manner 
in which micaceous and quartzose rocks have been diffient-
lated by maped boundaries. Clough himself remarks that 
those boundaries are merely "colourista" lines. I'iuch of 
this colour boundary simply follows stream courses as, for 
example1 the boundary from Bochan nan Cnaimh along the 
Lettermay Burn on the north side of Cruach nam Miseag to 
Loch Goil (See FIg. 3 ). 	It follos that the boundaries 
shown on the One-Inch Sheet can be accepted only with 
caution and reserve. 
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When an attempt was made to find reliable 
horizons which could be projected, it was discovered that 
the only horizons which could be mapped with any degree of 
reliability were the schistose grit horizons recorded by 
Clough (1897, P, 85 and 200), but not shown on the published 
One-Inch Map. It was found, as Clough had noted, that the 
schistose grits are not sharply-defined eithsr in thickness 
or In lateralextent. In ground which Is sufficiently 
well exposed, the grits may be seen to grade Into fine-
grained quartzose schists. 	Nevertheless, the schistose 
grIt outcrops could be traced as fairly continuous horizons 
and were mapped accordingly. 
Before going on tb record the outcrops of the schis-
tose grits or to draw axy conclusions about the structure of 
the area based on th3 distribution of these horizons, it 
is convenient to consider the origin of the grits, and hence 
what significance could be attributed to the mapping. 
In general appearance in the field and In hand specimen, 
the rock in all four bands, is a typical foliated grit. 
Large grains up to 4mm. in dianietor of bluish opalescent 
quartz and pink and white feldspar are set in a fine-grained 
grey or light brown matrix. The matrix Is made up chiefly 
of small grè.ins of quartz with minor amounts of biotito and 
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and occasional grains of plagioclase. 'The matrix quartz 
appsars to have recrystallized subsequent to doformation, 
since the grains are clear with sharp boundaries and 
extinguish with little sign of strain . The lai'ge quartz 
grains, however, , are heavily .deformed, having severe stxain 
extinction and even fracturing. The large feldepars are 
microcline or perthite, constituents that would be unusual 
in a thoroughly rocrystallised metamorphic rock. Tiere 
seems to be no resson to doubt that the schisose grit re-
presents the low grade met.amorphie equivalents of coaise 
feldspathic grits. 	It also seems likely that the sporadic 
distribution of the schistose grit outcrops is an inherited 
sedimentary feature. 	If the schistose grits represent 
original sedImentary horizons, a profile derived 'from the' 
mapped distribution of these rocks will indicate the style 
of the oldest deformatIon which the rocks have suffered. 
If the schistose grits aie not sedimentary in origin, they 
remain the only horizons which could be mapped in order 'to 
determine the present structure of the rocks in the area. 
The results of the mapping are shown in 1ig.1I. 
It may beseen that four bands of schistose grit were traced 
as separate discontinuous horizons. One of these bands 
can be traced on both limbs of the antiform, Towards the 
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north-east of the area, this band is well exposed on the 
north side of Cruach nm Tliseag and a1ro' on the ground 
between Cruach narn Miseag and Beinn Bhoula. ' xposures 
are' excellent on the face of Cno& na Trioriche and the 
horizon can be traced around Sron na h-Iolaire. In the 
head of'Dubh Choire, exposures. arepoor and the horizons 
cannot be traced continuously. The, horizon was traced 
across the spur runnirng down from Cruach a' l3huic to Cruach 
nam Lilal, but no exposures can be seen in the Coire nan 3ach 
above Carrick Castle. The rock upon which the castle is 
built, is a coarse schistose grit and may represent an out-
erpp of the same horizon, as shown on the mup. The other 
outcrops of schistose grit all occur on the south-east limb 
of the antiform. 'They are well exposed on the summit.ridge 
between Cruach atBbuic and Creachan Lior. The two structur-
ally lower bends can only be folloWed a short distance down 
into Coire nan Sach, and are not soon again. Thesoaro,pre -
sumably, the horizons which dough' supposed are repeated by 
a recumbent fold, The remaining schistose grit band is 
continuously tracoablo on the south rim of the corns and 
across the north side of Cruach an Draghair down to the loch 
side, where it outcrops between Rudha Andriahien and Roinn 
Dionthain. 
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Fig. 11. 	Outcrops 
of schistose grit 
horizons.. 
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Those horizonsare shown projected on to a profile 
in Fig. 12, 1. As mapped, the schistose grit horizons 
conform to the profile of an antiform. The interpretation 
of the structure of the rocks as a large-scale recumbent 
fold relies on the sugestion made by Clough, that the two 
horizons of schistose grit which outcrop ir Coire nan Each 
are the same horizon repeated by folding.. Clough claimed 
that the two horizons approach each other but admitted that 
the closure of a large fold was not visible. Unfortunately, 
the cr1ticallies On the floor of the corrie where the rocks 
are poorly exposed. 	Nevertheless, the hinge of the fold, if 
it exists, should be visible In the beds of the fairly large 
streams which drain Coiro nan .ach. When these were examined, 
no evidence which would suggest the closure of a major fold 
was found. dough did not pretend that the local evIdence 
for the supposed fold hiuge was good, and, when the ground 
is examined in a specific attempt to elucidate this question, 
positive support for his Interpretation is found to be lacking. 
In order to complete this Investigation of the 
structure of the district, a rnmiber of foliation dips were 
projected on to a profile in the menner suggested by 
Wogmann (1929). DIp measurements from 01]. parts of the area 
mapped were projected, but particular attentIon was paid 
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Fig. 12. Profiles of the area mapped. 	The Supposed_outcrop of the axial plane 
of the Carrick Castle Fold is indicated on each profile. 
1. 	Schistose grit horizons. 	2. 	Prominent foliation. 
3. 	Enlargement of 2. betweenArdnahien and Carrick Castle. 
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to the region where the axial plane of the Carriek Castle 
recumbent fold is supposed to outcrop. The profile of. 
dips is shown in Fig. 12 0  21 They' indicate that the 
rocks are arched into anantiform with no appearance of a 
recumbent fold, The supposed axial plane of t1V Carrick 
Castle Fold Is Indicated and It may besen th.t the±e Is a 
marked discrepancy between the attitude of the foliation 
which would be anhlcdipated if the recumbent fold iV erepresont 
and the attitude of foliation which Is observed, in an 
extension of this siie principle, Fig. 12 9 3. shows a 
drawing of the rocks on the shore of Loch Goil 'between 
Carrick Castle and Ardnahien. This section is a natural 
profile. The attitude of the foliation is shown and the 
supposed outcrop of the axial plane of the Carrick Castle 
Fold Is agAIn lightly indicated. As noted above, the. 
fo1ati'on Is not affected by a large-scale recumbent fold 
In this area. 
Although there are discrepancies between the profiles 
derived from the shape of the schistose grit horizons and 
the attitude of the foliation, there is, In 6eneral, good 
agreement between these different lines of evidence that the 
rocks in the area are folded into an antiform. 
Criticism can be directed against each of these 
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lines of evidence. The first objection is witb'regardto 
the application of the schistose grit horizons 'to a structural 
interpretation.' 	Itoulc1 be suggested that t1io'feldspars 
in these rocks were of inetasomatic origin. This would not 
however invalidate the use of these horizons to ihowthe 
profile of "the rocks. 	If,, duriug an early deformation the 
original sedluents assimied, a different structure, no trace 
of it was recognised. ' The profile of the schistoso grits 
showsthe present structure of the rocks. 
A second criticism might be levelled at the inter-
probation givon'abovè, to the profile of the prominent 
foliation. According to Clouh, the arching of the Cowal. 
Anticlire post-dated the recumbent folding. It might be 
suggested that a penetrative movemerit,.synchrOnous with the 
folding of the antiform, could have obliterated an earlier 
s-surface involved in the recu.bent fold. However, Clough 
himself suggested that the prothinent foliation in the area 
wns of,  "pre-anticline" age, because it is cut by "strain-
slip cleavages" (S) which he thought were associated with 
the formation of the anticline. Part of the present work 
seems to confirm this vIew that the prominent foliation in 
the rocks is older than the folding of the antiform (p 58). 
The remaining evidence upon which Olough's 
WO 
Interpretation of the structure relied was the stratigraphical 
argument based upon the non-correspondence of horizons on 
both limbs of the Cowal antiform. Since this involves 
evidence from outside the neighbourhood of Carrick Castle, 
it will be considored in a later section (p.6). 
In the combined circumstances of the relative 
paucity of mappable lithological viriat ion and the poor 
exposures in the critical aroa, it Is not possible to be 
definite about a structural interpretatIon. The weight of 
evIdence in the nighbourhood of Carrick Castle, however, 
supports the concltsIon that the rocks are folded into a 
large asymmetric antiform, with no suggestion of addItional 
structural complication. 
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VII. PETROFA]3RIC ANALYSES. 
General Statement. 
The fabric of the rocks in the Carrick Castle area 
was investigated in greater detail by using the techniques 
of petrofabric analysis. Specimens were selected with 
several purposes in mind. Firstly: to investigate the 
degree of preerred orientation of the constituent minerals. 
Secondly: if some minerals exhibit a pattern of preferred 
orientation, to determine the relationship of that pattexm 
to the macroscopic and megascoplo structures. Thirdly: 
to establish the degree of homogeneity of the inicrofabric. 
Lastly: it was thought that there might be a positive cor-
relation between fabric pattern and lithological typo. 
For the purpose of petrofabric analysis, only the most 
important constituent minerals were considered, attention 
being confined chiefly to quartz and mica. 
Quartz. 
Fifteen specimens of quartz-bearing rocks were 
selected for petrofabric analysis. The localities from 
which those were obtained are shown in Fig. 13. The 
numbers of the specimens correspond to the locality numbers 
shown on the map. 
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Fig. 13. 	Localities 
of specimens used 
for petrofabric 
analysis of quartz. 
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1. General. Character of the Analysed Specimens! 
In twelve of the fifteen specimens which were 
analysed, the prominent s-surf aco, S1, is planar or only 
slightly undulatingon the macroscopic.scale..'.'Throe';of 
those specimens possess a,socond visible, penetrative slip 
surface 	2. 	In the remaining three speóirnens,Sp Is 
folded. The specimens vary lithologically from mica schist 
withabout twenty per cent quartz (which may be either con- 
fined to thin foliae or sparsely' dispersed throighout the rock) 
to quartzose,sch'ists and schistose grits with over eightyper 
cent quartz. 
In thin section, the quartz grains of the matrix 
show no.sign of granulation or fracturing and little strain; 
extinction. As already described, the large grains of 
quartz in the schistose grits may be frsturod, but this is 
thought to be a feature which has survived recrystallizaEion. 
Folding on a microscopic Scale Is present In most of the 
rocks • Mica flakes are not bent by this micro-folding 
except in a few highly politic rocks which would probably be 
very easily deformed. 
The quartz grains which were measured varied in 
size both within a single specimen and from one specimen to 
mother. There is no obvious sign of dimehsional preferred 
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orientation of quartz grains and this question was there-
fore not further investigated. The average mean grain 
dimension is about 0.1mm. 
2. Fabric Data. 
The orientation of [ooq of quartz was determined 
by measurin& 200 grains in each specimen. These grains 
were moasured in most of the rocks in a single Section cut 
parallel to the ac plane of the fabric. The reliability 
of this sampling was tested by measurIng 100 grains in 
each of two sections out parallel to ab and ac. The data 
from the ab 'section rotated into the plane of the ac section 
gave essentially the same pattern of preferred orientation 
as the data from the acsecti'on alone. 	In other specIxiens, 
two partIal diagrams each of 100 grains were prepared from 
the ac section. These showed almost the same pattern of 
preferred orientation. This indicated that 200 grains are 
a au icientiy representative sample. 
In each specimen 000ij axes of quartz were found 
to possess a fairly high degree of preferred orientation 
as shown In Fig. 144 The preferred orientation patterns 
were found to be divisable Into four types, which are des-
cribed below. 
(I) The diagrams for eleven of the fifteen analysed 
11PLANATION OF FIG. 14 0  
The figure Is in the back pocket. 
Fig. 14. 	Orientation diagrams for quartz. 	Plane of 
projection is approximabely normal to the b 
fabric axis. Prominent foliation Is shown 
by a full line. If present, other penetrative 
slip planes are Indicated by a full line and 
named. 	Broken line Is the geographical 
horizontal. 	South (or North) and West are 
indicated. The placing of'th6 iñdividüal 
diagrams represents approximately the relative 
position of the analysed specimens in the profile 
of the area. Contours are 1, 2 9 3, 4 and 5 
per oent.per I per cent area. 
1. 	Sp. 271. 200 measurements of [0001 
2. Sp. 336. 201 measurements of [0001] 
3, 	Sp. 132. 204 measurements of [0001} 
4. Sp. 136. 202 measurements of [000I1 
5. 	Sp. 295. 204 measurements of [0001] . 
6. Sp. 302. 201 mosurements of 0001 
7. 	Sp. 307. 200 measurements of [0001 
81 Sp.326. 201 measurements of [0001 
9. 	Sp. 283. 203 measurements of [0001] 
10. Sp. 119.. 202 measurements of 0011 
11. 	Sp. 118. 200 measurements of 0011 
r00001, 12. Sp, 105. 206 measurements of 
13. 	Sp. 	99. 202 measurements of [0001] 
14. Sp. 31. 203 measurements of [0001] 
15. 	Sp. 	7. 201 measurements of [0001] 
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specimens show 0001 axes of quartz lying 'in a small circle 
(cleft girdle). 'The axis of the girdles is parallel to the 
b (=B) fabric axis. 	In"individiia.l rocks, the quartz maxima 
appear to lie arounc the girdles but when all the maxima 
are plotted in asynoptic diagram (Fig. 15,3), it is seen 
that there is a tendency fo 000]i to lie parallel to four 
directions within the, cleft girdleso 
• (ii) The diagrams for two of the qpecimens (Fig. 14, 1 
and 15) show 'E0001 açea lying in two'girdles which intersect 
in ,a line whicb Is almost parallel to the fabric axis 
(coossed gitales or Ok]. girdles). 	These crossed girdles, 
are approximately symmetrically displaced on each side of the 
ac plane of the fabric, the angle between them being 50-5, 
The pattern of preferred orientation In one of 
the remaining specimens shows [000i] axes lying In a well-
defined gircl].e (FIg. 14, 10). 	In this specimen, Si is cut 
by a set of parallel penetrative slip surfaces (32) whIch 
intersect S1 parallel to the b fabric axis. Quartz maxima 
' 
lie in the ac gIrdleparal1o1 to the Intersection of the two 
slip planes, i.e. . parallel to b. 
In the diagram for the remaining specimen, the, 
pattern of [000i axes consits of a point-maicimum roughly 
normal to the foliation with a very weak tendency f or cleft 
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girdles or an ac girdle to develop (Fig. 14, 7). 
The symmetry of the fabrics of a majority of the 
analysed rocks is orthorhombic. In those rocks with the 
cleft-girdle patterns, the symmetry ,trids to be axia]. if 
the micro-fabric alone.is considered but if the oriexitatin 
ott 8, is taken into account, the overall symmetry becomes 
orthorhombic. The weak preferred orientation of E0001J 
axes into maxima within the girdles also imparts orthorhombic 
symmetry to the fabrics, (Fig. 15 9 3). The specimen in which 
[000 axes lie in the ac girdle also bas orthôrhombic sym-
metry. 	0f'the two rocks with crossed girdles, one 
i) has monoolinic symmetry, in the other (Fig. 14, 15) one 
of the girdles is much, stronger than the other and the 
symmetry' of the fabric is lowered to triclinic. 
The symmetry of the orientation data f or quartz.e 
closely related to the syimnetry of the macroscoplc and mega-
soopic fabric. The symmetry plane of the macroscopic and 
rnegascopic fabric is a,plane of symmetry in almost all the 
grain fabrics. 
There Is little obvio.is relation between the quartz 
fabrics and the rock types. The.rocks with cleft girdle 
orientation patterns are both quartz schists and schistose 
grits. The trio specimens In which 10001].axes of quartz are 
arraned in crossed girdles are 11thologic6Ll1 very die-
sliniliar. 	 0 
(b) Mica. 
Petrofabric analysis of mica was carried out in 
four of the specimens which had been anslysed for quartz, 
but the results were unsatisfactory 	The micas in the rocks 
are of three types. Muscovite is common in all the rocks, 
and most rocks also contain flakes of either 'brown or green 
biotite. The green variety of blotite is found particularly 
in pelitic bands, whereas brown biotite is found usually in 
quartzose rocks. 
The preferred orientation of {ooa] axes was in-
vestigated by measuring 200ftlakos in sections cut parallel 
to ac. 	In one specimen, 100 . flakes were measured in each 
of two sections out respectively parallel to ab and ac. 
The micas are sub-parallel to the visible foliation S, and 
any variations from a point maximum of {ooi] are a result of 
micro-folding or smallaale folding of S. 
Experimental work has shown that mica may orient 
bt y slip on ooij , but kinematic interpretation of mica 
fabrics in tectonites is attended by the difficulty of 
deciding whether the, fabric is a direct product of deformation 
or is the result of recrystallization of a mineral with 
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strong tabular habit' in a deformafl'on:Thbric. This 
probim can only be reSôled by investigating the degree of 
preferred orientation of lattice directic?ns other than [ooi] , 
as fox eamp1e [ioo] whichi according' to the experimental 
work, is the probable glide line in the mica lattIce." In 
the rocks under consideration, mica flakes are not deformed 
Inmicrofolds and must therefore have crystallIied after 
cessation of the moc1iaIcal deformation. Since this reduces 
the probability of finding a preferred orientation of the 
lattice, and since the work 1fself would be very 'tine-
consuming, the question of the origin of the mica fabr1c, 
was left utiànswerod.  
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VIII. KINEMATIC INTERPRETATION. 
General Statement. 
This is an attempt to reconstruct the movement 
picture of the rocks du1ing deformation and is based on the 
interpretation of the data already described. It is found 
that these data contribute to a movement picture which Is 
consistent on all observable scales. The interpretation of 
the data will be presented in order of increasing scale. 
Kinematic Interpretation of the Quartz Microfabric. 
The kinematic interpretation of the orientation 
patterns of quartz in tectonites is one of the oldest 
problems in structural petrology, but, in spite of the great 
volume of literature on the subject, it remains unsolved. 
As yet insufficient is known about the orientinG mechanism 
or quartz to attempt a detailed kinematic interpretation of 
a given pattern of preferred orientation. InterpretatiOn 
remains largely a matter of speculation. All that Is at-
tempted here is to correlate the fabrics of analysed rocks 
with existing hypotheses of quartz orientation and to relate 
this tentative interpretation to the major structures. 
The hypotheses of quartz orientation which have 
gained most support among structural petrologists are those 
MO 
assuming translation or fraôturing of quartz grains. 
The translation hypothesis has been formulated by Schmidt 
(1927), 	Sander (193Q) and other authors. Translation on 
a number of possible planes has boOn suggested in expiaatiÔrm 
of different preferred orientation patterns. However, 
recent theoretical cànslderations of the quartz latt.1co 
(Fairbairn, 19,39) and experiments on quartz deformation 
(Griggs and Bell, 1938) do not supp9rt the hypothesis'of 
orientation b$€ translation. The fracture hypothesis, 
suggested by Sander in 1930, meets with increasing support 
among struCtural petrologists '(Fairbalrn, 1942). This 
hypothesis attempted to explain some of the coimnonly-
occurring quartz maxima in teotonites, by supposing that 
during the initial stages of deformation, quartz.grulns 
fracture into needles elongate parallel to [000l . These 
needles may then be rotated unt1 their long axis becomes 
parallel, to the dIrectioif movement, i.e. the kinematic a 
axis. RecrystallizaMon may subsequently obliterate those 
needles leaving only the preferred otentation of [000ij 
parallel to the a kinematic axis (which Sander identified 
with the a fabric axis). Sander classified the commonly-
occurring quartz maxima In addition to the maximum parallel 
to a, by numbering them I to V depending on the frequency of 
their development. The maximum.parallel to the a fabric 
axis ws named I, the orientation of i,and the Other maxima 
relative to the fabric axis are shpwn in Fig. 15, 1. This 
hypothesis was given cOnsiderable support when Griggs and 
'Bell (1938) produced needles of quartz by fractur1n' at 
ejevatod temperatures. However, they found that these 
needles may be parallel to the horizontal and rhombohodral. 
edges ( (10io)  : .iOIiJ or (91-101: (?lilj and [~Oi~ 101): 	Or 
• { 	(OlilJ ), as well as to the edges of the prism 
(10io) : 0].i0J ), as suggested by Sander, and may be 
bounded by the prism, basal pinacoid and rhombohedron, 
(respectively, (10-101  , (0001) , and (10-11) or (Olill • 
Parallelism of these needles with the *fabric axis would 
produce patterns of preferred orientation of [0004 other 
than maximum I. Grigga and Bell predicted the maxima which 
would result from the developement of these needles, assuming, 
firstly, that one of the bounding planes is p'ra1le1 to the 
ab plane. of the fabric and secondly, that the needles are 
elongate parallel to the a fabric axis. The resulting 
predicted maxima are shown in Fig. 15, 2.. The relationship 
between these predicted maxima and the maxima found in 
quartz toctonites is so close, that, as far as possible, 
Grigga and Bell retained Sander's original numerals (cf. 
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Fig, 15, 1 and 2). The chief difference is that the 
maximum numbered IV by Sander was replaced by two theoretical 
maxima, named IV and \hI by Grigga and Bell (Fig. 15, 1 
and 2). Maxima IV and Vi are so close, that, if they are 
present, they would be difficult to distinguish in tectoriites. 
Otherwise, there is striking agreement between the orientation, 
of these theoretical maxima and the quartz maxima found 
in deformed rocks. During the experiments, it was found 
that the type of needles produdod depended on the orientation' 
of the test cylinders relative to the external stress, but 
it' was suggested that maxima I, IV and VI should be common. 
The main criticism whIch has been directed against 
the fracturo hypothesis, is with regard to the rotation of 
needles into parallelism with the kinematic axis, it being 
objected that acicular fragments of quartz would more likely 
break down or become aligned parallel to b (Turner, 1948, 
p. 262). 
The remaining major problem in the understanding 
of quartz fabrics is in connection with the formation of 
girdles of I000il . Griggs and Bell were unable to prothico 
a C5.rdle of 10004 &nder experimental conditions. Various 
suggestions have been made as to the possible origin of 
girdle patterns, invoking rotation of either individual 
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grains or strain axes, or bymicro-folding. 	Certain 
objections may be raised to each of these suggestions in 
individual cases; and no general conclusions onthe formation 
of girdle patterns have yet been reacbe1. 
The preferred orientation patterns shown by 
the analysed rocks may be interpretated on the basis of 
the fracture hypothesis combined with a rotation about the 
b(=B) fabric axis. 	In the rocks under consideration 9 it 
is not diffIcult to account for rotation of grains. 	In 
the majority of the analysed rocks 10001 axes lie in small 
circles • Those small circles pass through maxlma IV and 
VI. Within the small circles, there is a tendonc7 for the 
quartz maxima to be grouped in the neighbourhood of these 
maxiraa (Fig. 15, 3). Thus 10001] of quartz may have been 
oriented by the formation of suitable needles (bounded by 
rhombohedral faces) which were then rotated by slip into 
parallelism with the a fabric axis. Small circle girdles 
could have been produced If the quartz maxima were dispersed 
by rotation about the b(B) fabric axis. Rotation of 
quartz to produce girdles of 10001] has been questioned 
(Falrbairn, 1942) on the grounds that it Is difficult to 
Imagine needles elongate parallel to the a fabric axis being 
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Fig. 15. 	Equal-area projections, lower hemisphere. 
Plane of projection is the bc-plane of the fabric. 
Synoptic diagram for maximaof 000iJ in 
quartz of s-tectonites, after Sander (1930). 
Synoptic diagram for maxima of [0001] in 
quartz with one set of slip planes (ab) according 
to the fracture hypothesis, after Grrggs and Bell 
(l938). 
C 	3. 	Synoptic diagram for maxima of 10001] in 
quartz in eleven of the analysed rocks. 	Open 
and full circles represent maxima of respectively 
4 and 5 per cent per 1 per cent area. 	Taken 




latter axis,. , aocompanicd by a breakdown of the girdle 
patteri. 	Bad, the ned1ea been recrystallized into 
roughly oquidimons&onal grains before rotation, this ob- 
jection could have been met. 	It is equally possthle that 
the microfolding which is visible in the rocks coule have, 
accounted for the rotation of OOO] . 
The orientation diagramz for {000i suggest 
that durin the initial stages of the .deformatiornmoverient 
qorisisted of slip on 3 parallel to the a fabric axis. This 
ws probably succeeded by rotation of grains about the b(B) 
fabric axis by continued slip or by micro-folding. 
The preferred Orientation of 000ij in specmen 
No. 119 (FIg, 14 2 .l) might have been attained In a similar 
manner, except that the fracture needles were hounded 
chiefly by prism faces. If the fragments were oriented by 
slIp parallel to thea-fabric ails, maximum I would result. 
Rotation about the b(=B) fabric axis would produce a single 
ac girdle. The strong maxima parallel to the visible slip 
planes In the rock tend to support this view, though the 
remaining peripheral maxima are unexplained except by rotation. 
The point maximum parallel to the b fabric axis might re-
present either fracture needles which were Initially elongate 
sub-parallel to b or Q001J axes which have been dispersed 
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from maximum I by rotation. The pole-free area between the 
point ,ximurn and the ac girdle supports the foror 
suggestion for the origixi of the b maximum. 
The remaining orientation, diagrams to bi considered 
are the intersecting glrdles.shownin Fig. 14, 1 and 14. 
Considereci.strictly, these are not Oki girdles since their 
line of intersection is not parallel to the a-fabric axis. 
lUtherto such patterns have been inte.rpretated as the result 
of slip on planes parallel to the girdles, the overall 
movement picture being one of flattening" (Knopf and 
Ingerson, 1938). The deformation plane uould,, in this 
case, be the be plane of the fabric. Weiss (1955) his 
suggested that the internal rotation of 000 by slip on 
penetrative planes may be responsible C or certain quartz 	r 
Cabr5.cs. 	An interpretation of crossed girdles hised on 
this suggestion accounts well for certain features of the 
fabrics unexplained by "f],attonlng". If the crossed 
girdles reflect initial maxima, IV and VI which have been 
dispersed by i.nternal rotation resulting from slip upon 8 1 
two of these features unexplained by "flattening" are easily 
understood. Firstly; a linear element which is internally 
rotated by slip on a single set of planes remains in a plane 
containing the line and the direction of slip.. The path of 
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points on the line therefore plot asgreat circles on an 
equal-area net (unlike externl rotation of a line in which 
the path of sirnilr points would pot. as small circles), 
1-lence E000iJ axes dispersed from mina IV and VI would 
appear on a net as great circles intersectinin a line. 
parallel to the direction of slip. Secondly; although 
Internal rotation causes a linear fabrtc element to approach 
parallelism with the direction of slip, this parallelism 
cannot be attained. This fact could explain why the 
principal maximum in ewh rock, although parallel to the: 
line of Intersection of the crossed girdles, does not lie 
in S. This Interpretation of crossed girdles of [000i] 
is supported by the fact that in one of the specluens having 
crossed girdles (FIg. 14, 15 grains were measured from the 
limb of a small fold. It is therefore much more likely 
that slip rather than flattening was responsible for the 
grain fabric. According to this interpretation of crossed 
girdLs, slip on 	parallel to the a fabric axis occurred 
locally during deformation. 
In general, in order to understand the quartz 
fabrics, thovements transverse to a tectOnic axis which 
trends north-east to south-west and Is on average horizontal, 
must be postulated. The deformation plane of those 
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movements is the ac plane of the megasoopie fabric, 
(c) Megascoplo Fabric. 
The sense of relative movement of the rock on 
the scale of an exposure may be indioato5 by the shape of 
small-scale structures. 	In Fig. 16, 1 and 2 the adpted 
kinematic interpretation, of small-scale structures from the 
area is illustrated. 	In Fig. 16, 1 the segments boundedyy 
penetrative slip surfaces, S and S 2 are rotated by slip 
on S. The sense of. relative movement on S to produce 
this rotation Is shown. Fig. 16, 2 shows the sense of 
relative movement which is derived from the shape of a 
small fold. 	In many cases, the shape of a fold indicates 
only a sense of rotatdion, but In this case, sinee the attitude 
of the fol&atlon (which is the only penetrative slip surface 
throughout the area) is known, the sense of relative movement 
can be deduced. FIg. 16, 3 shows the sense of movement 
thus inferred from observations made on a number of exposures 
projected on a profile. 	If it is preferred, the indications 
od sense of movement may be thought of. as indicating only the 
sense of external rotation. It must be emphasized that 
extrapolation of the direction and sense of relative movement 
to a greater scale than the exposures observed may be un-
justified. 	It.wlll be seen, however that the sense of 
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relative movement or rotation f the rocks in thé'exposures 
has a systematic pattern. On the west limb, the sense is 
consistently towards the south-east, while onthe south-east 
limb, the sense of relative movement tends to be towards 
the north-west0 As would be expected, the movements on 
the undulating south-east limb are less regular in sense 
than those on the uniformly-dipping north-west limb. 
This movement picture shows that the small folds 
are drag folds on the limbs of 'an antiform. This con-
clusion contrasts with the views of Bailey and Gregory 
who considered that the small folds are a product of large 
scäie tectonic transport in the South-West Highlands. 
According to Bailey, the small folds are overturned towards 
the south-east and he cl1med that major tectonic transport 
in the region must alo have been towards the south-east 
1922.. Gregory, on the other hand, recorded that the small 
folds are recumbent towards the north- west, indicating 
north-westerly large scale transport (1931). Such contra-
dictory observations can only be reconciled by supposing that 
each writer was 	acquainted with he rocks on only one 
limb of the Cawlantiforrn. If the small-scale structures 
are examined on both limbs of the antiform, the conclusion 
that the small folds do not indicate the sense of tectonic 
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transport In the South-West Highlands seems inescapable. 
In the initial stages of folding, the rocks must 
have been deformed by slip On S, but the only new perietra-
tive slip planes formed during the movements associated with 
the formation of the antiform are the steeply-inclined S 
and S b .. This suggests that 3, is older than the movements 
associated with the folding of the anbiform, In agreement 
with Clough!Is view on the relative age of the prominent 
foliation and the movements 
The movement profile lends no support to the 
suggestion that the rocks near Carrick Castle are involved 
in a large-scale recumbent fold. 	Iither the niegascopic 
structures associated with such a phase of folding were 
obliterated during the folding of the antiform or this phase 
of movement did not occur. The presenvation off 3,, which 
appears to be a relic of. bedding and older than the folding 
of the antiform, suggests that the latter alternative Is 
more probable.. 
The remaining structural data which contribute 
to the movement picture are the lInear structures L and 
L 3 . 	As noted before, these lineations are deilthned in the 
rocks by a faint streaking of micas in the plane of.the 
prominent foliation, S,. There is no visible rotation eir  
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or slip normal to L. or L 3 , nor is there any visible 
evidence of an axis of flexural folding parallel, to these 
lineations. For these reasons, La8ndL3  are interpretated 
as marking the slip direotion on 8 1 during unrestricted 
transport, 
If the lineations are plotted on an equal- area 
net, they are found to lie in three pronounced maxima and 
one very weak maximum.(Fig. 10, 1). The princip&i. maximum, 
L 1 , denotes lineations parallel to the fold, axis, i.ø. the 
b kinematic axisi The larger of the remaining two iiiiport-
ant maxima, L, is parallel to the a fabric axis and has 
been interpreted as marking the direction of slip on S. 
Thus the a fabric axis is thought to be parallel to the 
a kinematic axis. The smaller of the two maxima represent-
Ing lineations transverse to *he fold axis.. 1! 3 , is plotted 
from linear structures similar in appearance to the lineations 
of L. 	This suggests that, during cleforraation, slip 
movements on the north-west limb of the antiform locally 
became oblique to the fold axis. The very weak maximum in 
the south-east quadrant of Fig. 10, 1 may indicate the 
presence of similar oblique movements on the south-east limb 
of the antiform, with the ame direction,, but opposite sense 
as these on the north-west limb. Thus, although the overall 
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syniinetry of the deformat1or was moriocilnic, the symmetry 
became, in places, triclinic. i. 
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DC • SU1'iIMARY. 
The attitude óf the foliation 
the Carrick Castle area defines an axis 
which trends north-east to south-west a: 
The axes of small folds in the area are 
this tectonic axis. Lineations in the 
clearly defined groups; one parallel to 
in the rocks of 
of flexural folding 
d is horizontal. 
closely parallel to 
rock fall into two 
the axis of folding 
and the other at roughly right, angles to it. Petrofabric 
analysis shows that 	axes in qiartz possess a fairly 
high degree of preferred orientation and the orientation 
patterns reflect the influence of the north-east to south-
west tectonic axis.. 
A profile of the structure of the area was con-
structod by projecting the outcrop of schlstoée grit. horizons 
and' the attitude of the foliation on to a plane normal to 
the tectonic axis. The profile shows that the rooks are 
folded into a large antiform; no evidence of a recumbent 
fold is suggested. 
Kinematic interpretatIon of the quartz fabrics 
and of macroscopic and mogascopic structures reveals a 
movement picture consistent with the folding of anantlform. 
Slip oblique to. the ant Iform axis may have occured locally. 
The overall movement picture suggests shorteningb' squeezing 
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PART TWO - THE REGIONAL SETTDiG. 
X. INTRODUCTION. 
According to a majority of the geologists who 
have worked in the region, a belt of rooks about twenty 
miles wide on the margin of the Scottish Highlands from 
Kintyre to Perthehire form a lithological and structural 
unit (..Tamieson, 1861; Geikie, 1891; Gregory, 1910; Bailey, 
1922). It has also been suggested that the continuation of 
this belt of rooks towards the south-west exists in Antrim, 
in Northern Ireland (lVlcCallien, 1931; Bailey and Ii1cCallien, 
1934), and towards the north-east in Angus, .Kincardlne and 
Aberdoenshire (Bailey. and MoCallien, 1937; J.G.C. Anderson, 
1942 and 1947; Road, 1954). Most of the workers in the 
area have maintained that the axis of folding is in general 
parallel to the length of the belt and that the major struct-
ures are traceable throughout the region. For this reason, 
a considerable amount of work from adjoining regions has 
been cited as evideripe in support of interpretations of the 
structure of Carriok Castle. 
A structural interpretation of the South-West 
Highlands which is accepted bymany geologists has been 
proposed by E.B. Bailey (1922). With regard to the 
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marginal belt of the Highlands, ho suggested that the rocks 
form two thajor structural elements, the Carrick Castle 
Fold and, structurally lower, the Ben Lul Synolino. In 
support of this interpretation of the structure, Bailey 
atteiiiptd to show that over a large area the rocks ae In-
vorted, the sooalled Loch Tay InversiOn, and he claimed 
that this Inversion constitutes the upper limb of the Ben 
Lul Synclino and the lower limb of the structurally higher 
Carrick Castle Fold, The existence of this inversion is 
widely accepted and is probably believed to be the best 
evidence for the Carrick Castle Fold. A critical surrey 
of the earlier investigations and hypotheses is presented. 
In addition to the work In the Carriek Castle 
area described in Part One,. a new survey has also been 
made of the Ben Lui region whero the recumbent syncline 
is supposed to outcrop. An examination was also made of 
the rocks lying between the two supposod hinge-locations. 
The last mentioned work consisted ôhiefly of a fabric study 
of the Loch Tay Limestone lyIng to the south-east of Loch 
Fyne. 
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XI. CRITICAL REVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITERATURE 
ON THE SOUTH-WEST HIGHLANDS. 
General Statement. 
The involved nature of the literature on the 
South-West Highlands makes a simple chronological treatment 
difficult to follow. There are several reasons why this 
is so • 	One of the most important is the way in which appeals, 
have frequently been made to comparative evidence from widely 
separated areas in the Highlands. 	In additioii, workers 
have modified their views without considering or,. at least 
without recording, the full implication of these changes, 
thereby introducing contradictions into the literature (e.g. 
Bailey, 1922 and 1934). Moreover, on some occasions important 
facts have been recorded only by a very brief mention (e.g. 
Green, 1934). 	An attempt is made in the present review to 
minimise the inherent difficulties in a chronological summary 
by dividing the subject into topics which are treated seperately 
Early Work. 
Mention has already been made of the oldest 
published work on the geology of the South West Highlands, 
namely the maps of John Macculoóh (1819) and Ami Bou (1820).' 
M. 
The structure of the area was discussed by Macculoch (1819), 
Murchison (1851), Nicol (1852) and Jamieson (.1861) all of whom 
noted that the rocks in a belt about twenty miles wide on the 
ma±!gin of the Highlands are folded into a large anbic line of 
foliation and bedding extending from K1nti'e. t' COwal. 
Jsmieson suggested that the anticlino might oxend as far to 
the north-east as Loch Thy. 
(c) The Stratigraphical Succession as the Basis of a 
Structural Interpretation. 
The first serious attempt at an interpretation of 
the, structure of the Southern Highlands was made by Mcol 
(1863). He pointed out that between Bute and Gareloch, the 
rocks on the margin of the Hilands have a very uniform 
dip towards the south-east with ascending structural order; 
mica schist, greywacke grit, and clay s1ate 
The grade of metamorphism of the greywacke. grit and clay slate 
is very low, and these rocks have often been likened to non'-
metamorphic Palaeozoic sediments. In the later literature, 
they are called schistose gait and phyllite. 
These rocks were traced towards the north-east and the dip 
was found to steepen until the rocks w are nearly vertical 
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east of Loch Lomond and overturned near Loch'LubnaIg where 
they are broken and contorted. North-east of Loch Lubnaig 
the Inverted dip becomes flatter. With regard to the rocks 
at the south-western end of the belt, Nicol wrote: 
"The low regular dip of the beds and the conformity 
to the only theory of metamorphic action whieh seems 
admissible in the present state of geological science, 
induce me to regardth1s as the true normal order of 
these formations." 	(Nicol, 1863, p.198). 
Nicôl alsO expressed the view that the quartzltes 
and limestones of the north-western part of the belt overlie 
lower rocks with disconformity of dip. 
In his Presidential Address to the Geological 
Society of London in 1891, A. Gelkie proposed the name pairadlan 
for the metamorphic rocks of mited litliology which are found 
In the Southern Highlands. He considered that these rocks 
make up a single structural.unit and that the present succession 
represents the original order of deposition. This view was 
based on the work of Barrow, Cunningham-Craig and others; 
the evidence for It is summarized as follows: 
(I) The wide extent of meamorph1c rocks of very 
uniform dip which makeup the Southern Highlands. 
(ii) The main quartzlto (the Central Highlands or 
Perthshlre Quartzlte ) becomes progressively finer towards 
the top. 
(iii) In A Braemar district, a conglomerate (then 
tentatively correlated with the Schihalli.on and Islay Boulder 
Beds) contains what appears to be boulders of an underlyiig 
shale and limestone (Geikie, 1897). 
Some of the inainuelements of Geikie's succession 
are given below in ascending stratigraphical order with the 
youngest uppermost 
Blair Atholl Limestone Series. 
Boulder Bed (?Schihallion and Islay Boulder Beds). 
Central Highlands (or Perthshire) Quartzite. 
Working on the equivalent rocks in the south-west 
part of the belt, Clough drew up a succession of the rocks in 
Cowal which is, according to him, not repeated on each limb 
of the anticline, but which, through the effects of a large 
recumbent fold, can be traced continuously across Cow-al from 
north-west to south-east (1897). he would express no opinion 
as to whether, this fold should be regarded as a.recwcibent 
anticline or syncline and therefore could not state the top. 
and bottom of the succession. Bailey later criticised Clough 
for not seeing from the direction and sense of overfolding of 
small folds that the main deformIg movements in Cow-a]. 
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had come from the north-west and, therefore, that the fold 
is the nose of a recumbent ariticline in whlôh the rocks to the 
north_wetst of the anticline crest are overturned (Ba1ey, 1922). 
Part of the presont work shows that Bai1eys criticisth was 
eompletely unjustified. 	No sense of large-scale transport 
is indicated by small folds ;(p.5 -7). 	It has already been 
noted that the supposed non-correspondence of th rocks on 
either side of the anticline was used by dough as evidence 
of a major recumbent fold In Cowal 	In particulari Clough 
commented on the absence of Loch Tay Limestone dn the south-
east limb of the anticline and postulated that it mut have 
been folded back to the north-west by a recumbent fold((Fig.2 ). 
There are other equally probable exp1aiiat1on for the absence 
of the Loch Tay Limestone; such as varation in original 
sedimentation, tectonic discontinuity or, as suggested by 
J.W. Gregory in 191, concealment by rocks which were deposited 
later than the folding and metanforphism of the Dairadian 
schists. Support is given to one of these suggestions by 
the occurrences of marble on the south-east side of the anti-
dine near Gareloch and in Bute, 
The Geological Survey Memoir on Islay was written 
chiefly by S.B. wilkinson, with contributions by Peach and 
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Teall(1907). Wilkinson and Peach established a stratigraphical 
succession for the rocks in Islay, the original order of 
deposition being recognised chiefly on the basis of two 
observations, namely: 
Quartzlte was found to overlie previously 
folded and eroded phyllite and limestone. 
Conglomerates were found carrying boulders of 
underlying formations. 
It was proposed that the I3ày succession could be 
correlated with the rocks of the South-Central Highlands. 
Relevant portions of each succession are quoted: 
Is lay 	 South-Centra:L Highlands 
Beinn Bhan Quartzite. 	Porthshire Quartzite. 
Port askaig Conglomerate. 	Schihallion Boulder Bed. 
Islay Limestone. 	 Blair Atholl Limestone Series. 
The Islay succession is shown with the youngest 
beds on top. 	It may be seen that on the basis of this 
succession and the lithological correlations, the rocks of the 
South-Central highlands would seem to beinverted,. This very 
important conclusion was not drawn and its Implications were 
not discussed. 
Work on the stratigraphical succession of the rocks 
In Islày was contintied by Bailey (1916). He modified 
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Wilkinson's succession in some respects but confirmed the 
part of the succession that was critical for the correlation 
of the rocks of Islay and the Southern highland. He supported 
this correlation and subsequently stated (1922) that in an 
unpublished appendix to his paper he had drawn the conclusion 
that the South-Central Highland rocks are inverted. Nicol 
had, of course, anticipated Bailey in this view by more than 
fifty years. 
In the discussion which followed Bailey's paper 
of 1916k Barrow argued that the succession claimed to have 
been established by Wilkinson and Bailey is demonstrably.wrong. 
He pointed out that the published maps show,that the Islay,  
Limestone lies unconformably on different horizons of ..thêi:main 
quartzite and that the Islay' Limestone (which he correlated 
with the Blair Atholl Limestone Series) overlies the Portaskaig 
Conglomerate (correlated by Barrow with the Schihallion Boulder 
Bed) exactly as in the South-Central Highlands. 
Much of this work of preceding years was synthesised 
by Bailey in his paper on "The Structure of the South-West 
Highlands of Scotland" (1922). He divided the rocks in 
the South-West Highlands into three great nappes on the basis 
of "stratigraphical fades". 	In descending structural order 
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According to Bailey, the rocks of the Southern 
Highlands constitute the main, outcrop of the lltay Nappe. 
He considered that this nappe is made up of two great 
recimthent folds, the BenLui Syncline and, structurally 
above It, the Carrick Castle Fold (Fig. ). 	rbwards the 
north-western outcrop of this nappe - in Islay and Jura, arouid 
Obán and In the Pass of Brander - the Dalrad,ian rocks of the 
Iltay Nappe seem to be in their original order of deposition; 
in Bailey's opinion these rocks are In the lower limb of the 
Ben Lul Syncline. The Islay correlation is supposed to how 
that the z'ocks of the marginal belt of the Southern Highlands 
extending from Kintyre to Perthshlro are inverted; these, 
Bailey considered, makeup the limb common to bo.;h the Ben Lul 
and Carrick Castle Folds. This region of supposedly inverted 
rocks has become known as the Loch Tay Inversion. In the 
extreme southern margin of the Highlands, the succession was 
taken to be in the original order of deposition, forraing the 
upper limb of the Carrick Castle Fold. 
This synthesis depended entirely on the application 
of stratigraphical methods to metamorphic rocks 	The 
weakness of these methods usa basis for structural analysis 
has been demonstrated by Bailey himself (1934). In this 
synthesis he. claimed that the.succossion in the three nappes 
are equivalent (1922) 	.It isubse4uently shown that Bai1ey' 
reading of the succession In the Ballappel Foundation was 
incorrect (Vogt, 1930; Bailey, 1930) and that he had therefore 
to retract the intorrippe correlation (1934). 	\hile the 
importance of Baileyts synthesis in the hitory of research 
in the Highlands is beyond question, the methods upon which 
it is based weaken it considerably. 
Islay then again became the centre of controversy 
on the structureof the Southern1ighlands whenJ.F.N. Green 
confirmed Barrow's readinof the succession (1924). Green's 
conclusions were based on the observations of false bedding 
in the Islay Quartzite and interpretations of junctions between 
the Islay Quartzite and the Portaskaig Conglomerate as erosional 
features. 
Another contribution to the problem of the succession 
in Islay was made by J.W. Gregory (1928). Although he dis-
agreed with all the previous workers, he stated that his 
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interpretation of the succession approximated most closely 
with, that of the Geological Survey. On the basis of a 
combination of the study of local stratigraphy and regional 
structurai hypothesis, Gregory (1931) evolved a succession 
vihich could be recognised throughout the Southern Dairadian 
belt without postulating large-scale inversions. 
Other contributions to the pob1em of the structure 
of the South-West Highlands will be disregarded for the present 
in order to mention the most recent published work on the 
succession in Islay. On the basis of a study of examples of 
graded and current-bedding throughout the succession, A.' 
Allison (1933) confirmed Bailey's reading of the succession and 
original order ot âuperpition Mor the Dairadian rocks in 
Islay. 
Green pointed out in the discussion whichfôllowed 
Allison's paper that the author had failed to take into account 
the effects of intormediate_sea.le.o1ding; which locally inverts 
the rocks. Green suggestedthat if the author had done so , 
his order of deposition would havebeen reversed. After visiti 
the area however, Green finally became convinced of the 
correctness of Bai1eys  interpretation of the succession in 
Islay (Green, 1934). 
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These various opinions have been quoted at length 
in order to show how uncertain is the reading og the Islay 
succession. Yet upon the correctness of Bailey's reading 
of the succession and of the 11tho1ogica1 corret1on with 
the rocks of the maInland does the stratigraphical evidence 
for the Inversion of the rocks In the Loch Thy belt depend 
and hence f or a recumbent fold In Cowal. 
(d) The Relntroduction of the Use of Sedimentary Structures 
In Eluoldating Dairadlan StratIgrapy and Tectonics. 
In the early research in the Highlands, relic 
sedimentary features had been recorded In several areas 
and 'applied to the elucidation of structure. However, 
attention had been confined chiefly to large-scale 
sedimentary and erosional features such as unconformities. 
Barrow had taken the apparent unconformable relations of 
Blair Atholk,Imestone upon Ferthehire Quartzlte as indicative 
of the original order of succession In the South-East and 
South-CentralHighalnds .(GeIkie, 1897, p.48). Bailey 'and 
Green used the s'criterion to establish the order of 
original deposition in Islay and came to contradictory 
conclusions (Bailey, 1916; Green, 1924). 	Small-scale 
sedIjientary structures were recorded in the South-Central 
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Highlands (GeikIe, 1897, p.54; BaIley, 1917) but were not 
employed for structural analysis In the Scottish Highlands 
untIlB 1924, although they had been In use for soiiie time 
In other parts of Europe and in the IJ.S.A, (ILeith, 1923; 
Vogt, 1924). 
The application of the study of sniall-sca].e 
sedimentary structures to tectonic analysis cane into 
prominence In the Highlands following an examination of the 
Ballachullish area carried out by T. Vogt in 1924. On the 
basis of the study of current-bedding in quartEite, he came 
to the conclusion that Bailey's order of succession for the 
rocks In the Ballachullish area was incorrect. These views 
were transmitted to Bailey but they were disregarded by him, 
as he would not credit the evidence afforded by small-scale 
sedimentary structures. Not until 1929, when Bailey was 
leading a party of amerIcan and Canadian geologists who had 
long been conversant with the Interpretation of current bedding, 
was he convinced of the correctness of Vogt's reading of the 
succession (Tanton, 1930). Vogt was asked by Bailey to submit 
his original note written in 1924 for publication (Vogt, 1930) 
and Bailey added a paper Inappropriately entitled "New Light 
on Sedimentation and Tectonics T1 (1930). 	In this paper, 
Bailey re-explained how a study of small-scale sedimentary 
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features such as graded and current-bedding could be applied 
to the determination of the original order of deposition in 
metamorphosed sediments. he also discussed the results of 
the. application of these methods to the rocks of the three 
nappes of the South-Western Highlands and came to the conclusion 
that the succession in the lowest nappe,. the Bailappel Foundatioi 
alone had.boen stated incorrectly in 1922. No mention was 
made of the inter-nappe correlation on the basis of which his 
reading of tho other two successions would also have been 
Inverted. As already noted this contradiction wis not eemoved 
from the literature until 1934 (Bailey, 1934). 
The Introduction of these methods began a now phase 
in the structural str.dj of the.Higblands; directed chiefly 
at the confirmation of Bailey's 1922 synthesis. Allison's 
work in Islay has already been mentioned (Allison, 1923). 
In 1935, J.G.C. Andrson recorded two examples of graded- 
bedding In the Pass of Brander district, from whIch he inferred 
that the rocks are in the original order of ñepositIon, thus 
supporting Bailey's suggestion that these rocks are In the 
lower limb of the Ben Lul Synclin 
Using similar, techniques, the area between Loch 
Lornond and Loch Lubnaig was studied by, Henderson (1938). 
Here the rocks dip towards the north-west at about 60 0 and 
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and have been divided into three groups known, from north-
west to south-east, as the Ben Ledt Grits, the Aberfoyle 
Slates and the Leny GrIts. Henderson clainied that the Ben 
Ledi Grits are younger than and overlie the Aborfoylo Slates 
and that the Leny Grits are also younger than but overlie the 
Aborfoyle Slates. Ho correlated the Bo,n Ledi and Leny Grits 
and suggested that they ave repeated by a great rectnbent fold 
which encloses a core of Aberfoyle Slates • He suggested that 
this structure might be the continuation of the recinbent 
fold supposed to be visible near Carrick Castle. Although 
Henderson's interpretation of the structure east of Loch 
Lox?iond might be corrost, it is difficult to see how the fold 
can correspond with the Carrick Castle Fold for two very 
important reasons, Firstly, the Aberfoy].e Slate belt can be 
traced continuously to the south-west Into the Dunoon Phyl].ites 
some seven miles to the south-east of the supposed hinge of 
the Carrick Castle Fold. Secondly, tha alal plane of the 
fold described by henderson dips steeply to the north-west, 
whereas the axial plane.of the Carrick Castle Fold had always 
been thought to dip south-eastward .(Fig.2). 
J.G.C. Anderson studied sedimentary structures in 
the Dalradian rocks between Stonehaven and the River Esk. 
On the evidence of graded-bedding, he concluded that the rocks 
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have been subjected to large-scale inversion, and he tentatively 
correlated this inversion with the Loch Tay Inversion (1942). 
He did not press the correlation however, on account of the .r, 
structural complications in the intervening ground.. 
The application of a study of sedimentary features 
to tectonic analysis in the Highlands did no more than support 
some of the readIns of local suócosslon30 These in turn 
tended to support Bailey's stnthesis of the Soüth-VLTeSt Highlands, 
to demonstrate the inversion of the marginal rocks of the 
Highlands and thence tosupport Clough's interpretationof 
Cowal. 	. . 
(e) The Metamorphic Zones of the South-West highlaids as a. 
• 	Guide to the Regibnal Structure. 
The first attempt tat a synthesis of the structure 
of the Southern Highlands has been attributed to Nióol(1863) 
and was based chiefly on the deposition of metamorphic zones. 
As already described, Nicol considered that in the South-Central 
Highlands, where mica schists lie on lower grade rocks; the 
succession Is inverted. This conclusion was founded on a 
comparison with the rocks In Bute and Garoloch where the rocks 
are less heavily deformed and where slates and phyllites 
overlie mica schist. 
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In 1893 Barrow mapped zones of increasing grade 
of metamorphism inpelitie rocks between Durikeld and Stonehaven 
by tracing the incoming of certain minerals selected as zone 
indices! He attributed the distribution of metamorphic zones 
to the effects of thermal metamorphism around the "Older 
Granites", and considered that the zones in no way reflect 
the structure of the area (Barrow, 1893 and 190). 
As a companion-piece to the structural synthesis of 
the South-West Highlands of 1922, Bailey compiled a map of the 
metamorphic zones (1923). This was based chiefly on the 
published work of J.B. Hill, Clough, Cunningham-Craig and others 
He divided the South-West Highlands into three zones, which 
approximately correspond in outcrop with the three major nappes-
the zone of highest grade corresponding to the lowest nappe. 
He was thus ±nclined to support the theory that metamorphic 
grade is controlled by depth. However, since the. correlation 
between the metamorphic zones and the structural units was 
imperfect, be considered that metamorphism might also have 
been controlled in part by high temperature dependent upon 
plutonic igneous activity. 
In 1925 Tilley pub1ihed the results of a pro-
iminary survey of motamorhic, ones extending from Dunkeld 
to North Kintyre. He criticised Bailey's choice of index 
minerals, pointing out that one at least, could ho found to 
cross other zonal boundaries. That the metamorphism is 
thermal and controlled by plutonic activity he would not 
admit; instead, he drew attention to the absence of major 
intrusives inthe South-Central and South-(festen Highlands. 
He considered that the attitude of the interzonal boundaries 
or isorad surfaces could be determined with reasonable 
reliability both from tho manner in which outcrops are dISrA.. 
placed by faulting and also from careful mapping In regions 
of marked topographic reliefi He found that the zones 
dip slightly to the north-west and that the grade of meta-
morphism increases in that airoction. he concluded thet: 
"The va].idity of the zones as metamorphic indices 
being unquestioned, and the recognition of grade 
of metamorphism as a resultant of the imposition 
of varying physical environment of temperature 
and. pressure (static and stress), it reasonably 
follows that In Perthshire, the metamorphic zones 
are inverted". 	(Tilloy, 1925, p.107) 
This work was continued in greater detail by Ellos 
and Tilley (1930). 	They confirmed Tilley's findiflgs . that 
the distribution of metamorphic zones can be eplainea, by 
large-scale recumbent folds, closing towards the south-east, 
throughout the South )Wost Highlands. One of these folds 
they correlated with the Carrick Castle Fold. Several 
orltioisxnof this work have already been quoted  
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Gregory considered that the zonal mapping was over-simplified 
and pointed out several areas in the authors zones where 
Other index minerals areabundant. He also cimed that 
some of the chlorite mapped by Tilley has resulted from the 
retrogressive metamorphism of garnets (Gregory, 1931). 
Other workers have shown that the metamorphism post-dated 
the deforming movements (C].ough, 1897; Bailey,, 1923). 
Road has questioned the assumption that an upward increase 
of grade neccessarily Implies inversion of metamorphic zones. 
He suggested high-level crustal intrusion as a possible 
alternative (Read, 1940)... As recently as 1948, Bailey 
concluded that he could place no reliance in Elles and 
Tilley's findings as proof of large-scale inversiontin the 
Loch Tay belt. 
(f) The ividence for the Regional Extent of the Carrick 
Castle Fold. 
Though the early workers who recognised the Cowãl 
anticline tended to emphasize Its regional extent, Clough 
was careful not to stress the continu1on of the structure 
in Cowal to adjoining areas. Later workers tried to show 
that the Cowal anbiclino and the recumbent fold could be 
traced far to the north-east and south-west.' Not all the 
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workers who studiedthe margin of the Highlands accepted 
the anticline interpretation of the geology of Cowal, even 
less the recumbent C o1d. 	:8etieen 1903 and 1910 P. L'IcNair 
published a series of papers on the Southern Highlands in 
which he attempted to show that tha structure of th3 High- 
lands is a synclins in which the limbs are isoclinally folded 
(syncliriorium). 	Ho thought that the anticlinal appaarance 
of the marginal region results from the attitude of folding 
of intermediate scale on each side of the srncline. This 
surgestion seems derived from a general notion of the 
structure of th. Highlands in which it is considred that a 
groat anticlinorium extends across the area, trending 
north-east to south-west, an opinion similar to that held 
by the officers of the Geoloica1 Survey. This interpretation 
is undoubtedly an oversimplification of the structure of the 
Highlands and one that roceives no support from recent work. 
It seems estab1ihed that, even if the Corrick Castle Fold 
does not exist, the rocks along at least part of the 
Southern Highlands are antiolinally folded. 
Having worked in several areas on the margin of 
the Highlands, Cunningham-Craig caine to conclusions similar 
to those of 1cNair. Writing of the Loch Lomond area, he 
described the Isoclinal structure and concluded with regard 
to the large-scale structure: 
"The structure, then, from the great trouglj. [the 
Midland Valley] to the north-west corner of the 
sheet Shoot 38,. Loch Lomond is practically 
horizontal, the minor flexuring and crumpling of 
the beds being of little account." 
(Cunningham-Craig, 1904, p.15) 
In the paper of 1922 on the structure of the 
South-West highlands, Bailey claimed to have shown that the 
Carrick Castle Fold extends from Kintyre to Loch Thy,, since 
the rocks of the f&at belt are Inverted while those in the 
extreme margin of the Highlands are in the original order. 
Bailey also expressed the opinion that the structures found 
in the South-West Highlands must extend as far as Aberdeenshire 
(.1923). 	According to Bailey (1923), Barrow would not accept 
this view (although the present writer can find no published 
statement by Barrow to this effect). 	Barrow's objection 
was presumably based on his reading of the Dairadian suc-
cession in Perthshire, Angus and Aberdoenshiro, together 
with his general interpretation of the structure of the 
Highlands as an axial fan structure with Isoclinal folding 
in the south east. 
In subsequent work (1925 and 1928) Bailey descIbed 
the structure of Perthghire in detail. he found no evIdence 
for the Carrick Castle Fold in these areas, but assumed its 
4 	 - 
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existence on the basis of his stratigraphical Interpretation. 
MoCalilen traced the Cowal antic line into Kintyre 
(1929) and suggesthd that, as in Cowal, the anticline affects 
a recumbent fold. He could find no better eVidonce for the 
existence of the fold than the non-appearance of the Loch 
Tay.Lirnestone to the, south-east and east of the crest of the 
antic line 
The metamorphic rocks of Kintyre were correlated 
with those of Antrim by ?lcCallIen (1931). Attention was, 
confined chiefly to lithology and except foir noting the 
presence of an anticilno trending north-east south-west, 
the structure of the area was not dIcussed. This subject 
wab discussed by Bailey and PicCallieri In a joint paper; 
t?r conjoint fieldwork, during a week in June and 
a couple of days In September 1932, has been 
devoted to the elucidation of this aspect of the 
problem". 	(1934, p.164). 
An area of approximately fifty square miles was 
mapped in this time and the outcrops of two horizons of 
green beds were traced, trending north-east to south-west. 
In summarislng this work the authors wrote: 
"The natural deduction is that the Runaby Head green 
beds are not a seperato stratigraphical group, but 
merely a folded repetition of the Leckpatrlck green 
beds. This assumption has been tacitly made in 
preceding pages, but here it Is necessary, to qualify 
it as not altogether certain. 	It is after all 
possible that the Hunaby Head green beds are, on 
a differBnt stratigraphical horizon to the 
Leckpatrick-Loughaveema green beds • Inland 
xposures are often very poor and it is quite 
conceivable that the non-appearance of the Runaby 
Head green beds between Leokpatrick and Tori' Head 
may be due either to stratigraphical inconstancy 
or to faulting. It has already been mentioned 
that a fault runs along the Altmore Burn west of 
Leckpatrick,. 
On the whole'we consider it more probable 
that the Leekpatrick and Runaby Head green beds 
are stratigraphica]ly identical. 	If so they lie 
on the two limbs of, a recumbent fold, the core of 
which consists of Pitlocbry Schists. Since these 
latter are followed to the north west by LochTay 
Limestone and Ben Lul Schistsyp our hypothetical 
fold must gape inthisdirectiona Furthermore, 
the lower limb, at any rate is disposed with 
anticlinal attitude, responsible f or 'the emergence 
of the Green Beds at Leckpatrick. 
The interpretation thus briefly outlined 
is the more worthy of consideration becaiso it is 
new only in its, application to Antril. Clough, 
working along the same line of strike in Argyll has 
already suggested the occuranoe of a recumbont fold, 
the Carrick Castle Fold, which gapes towards the 
north-west and is refolded by the Cowal anticline 
(1897 1, pp.84-5, fig.47 and pi.x). 	Cloujh's 
hypothesis is definitely strengthond by our inves-
'tigation of Antrim". 	(1934, p.176), 
A more objective conclusion would have been that 
the results.. of this very sketchy investigation in Artr1m 
were coloured in advance by Clough's hypothesis. 
(g) Summary and onclusions, 
The evidence for the existence of the Carrick Castle 
Fold in regions,outside the neighbourhood of Carrick is of 
three kinds, namely: 
(1) Evidence based on interpretations of local 
stratigraphical successions and correlations of lithological 
horizons. 
Evidence derived from the mappe6 distribution of 
metamorphic zones. 
Evidence from structural work. 
The first two types of evidence have been directed 
towards showing that the rocks of the Loch Thy belt are 
inverted. Accordingly, it has been claired that the invert-
ed rocks must be in the lower limb of the iecumbent fold 
which is supposed to be visible near Carriok Castle. A 
perusal of the literature had shown that the evidence f or 
inversion is not conclusive. Bailey implicitly admitted 
this when he wrote: 
"I believe that all the rocks of this bolt are 
inverted; but the stratigraphical evidence comes 
from outside the diserict, and local confirmation 
would be extremely welcome. Tilley has made a 
good caso for the inversion of metamorphic zones 
in connexion with the Loch Thy inversion of stratig- 
raphy; f or he has pointed out that over a wide 
stretch of country conspiciously garrietiferous 
politic rocks overlie other politic rocks in which 
garnet is rare or absent. 	I am not however, 
convinced that the deduction is secure., for they 
garnetlferous pelites are overlain, as well as 
underlain, by non-garnetiferous companions; and 
it seems possible that their garnet development 
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may have been favoured by some chemical factor 
not as yet determined ' 
(Bailey, 1948, p.240). 
And yet the supposed inversion is probably the 
most widely-accepted evidence for the presence of a major 
recumbent fold in Cowal. 
Since most of the previous work on the structure 
of the South-West Highlands has been concentrated upon the 
solution of stratigraphical problenis, it is not surprising 
that the evidence thich is derived from structural work is 
found to be insubstantial when it is examined. For example 
Bailey and McCa].lien's summGry of the evidence for a recumbent 
fold in north-east Antril is quoted above to show hbw inad-
equate it is. 	In spite of this, their work has been 
accepted by many gooloçists as indicative of the presence of 
a large-scale fold both in Antrim and in Cowal. 
In concluding this review of literature, tho most 
important criticism which can be levelled at the previous 
workers is that their stratigraphical approach to a problem 
lb structural geology has been dominant. It seems strange 
that in order to understand the structuio of the Southern 
Highlands, so many workers had to study the stratlgraphical 
succession in Islay. Numerous workers now appreciate that, 
particularly in comparison to other parts of the world, 
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progress in the understanding of the tectonics of the 
Scottish Highlands has suffered in conseuenoe of this 
approach. 
XII • PTROFABR.IC ANALYSES OF LOCH TAY 
LIMESTONE FROM ARGYLL 
(a) General Statement. 
The present work on marble petrofabrics was com-
menced with two principal alms. These were, to contribute 
to the structural history of part of Cowal and to inve.sti-
gate the degree or homogeneity of the microfabrio of a 
large outcrop of marble. 	The fabrics of geographically 
oriented specimens of calcite marble from the Loch Tay 
Limestone in Argyll are described and core1ated with what 
is known, of the grand-scale structures. The fabrics are 
then Interpreted kinomatically and dynamically. The only 
sure way In which the fabrics' f naturally deformed rocks 
can be Interpreted,' Is with a knowledge of the manner In 
which 	 conbrollod oxperi- 
mental conditions 	This is possible with calcite marbles 
since the mechanism of.'doormat.on of these rocks, is well 
understood as a result of exonslve experiment. The 
pioneer work in this I ieiLd was conducted between 1901 and 
1917 by F.D. Adams, who showed that marbles deform contin-
ously and without rupture at. high cnfinlng pressures. 
Adains apparatus suffered from defects which made the results 
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qualitative only and the subject was neglected until 
about 1934 when a programme of experimental work on the 
deformation of marble was initiated by 	Griggs • This 
began an integrated body of research and the results can 
be adequately reviewed in chronological order. 	In the 
early stages, the emphasis of Griggs' work was on the 
physical properties and megascopic features of experimentally 
deformed rocks (Griggs, 1936). lie confirmed Adams' con- 
- 	elusion that under high confining pressures rocks deform 
• continously, but found that rupture will occur even at 10., 000 
atmospheres confining pressure (equivalent to 22 miles deep 
in the earth) if deformation is continued far enough. 
In an attempt to study the mechanism of deformation, specimens 
of marble were shortened by various amounts at different 
confining pressures. In a cylinder of marble which had 
been shortened 24 per cent under 10,000 atmospheres confin- 
Ing pressure without rupture or cataclasis, a high proportion 
of grains were found to possess twin lamellas inclined at 
65 0 and 70 0. to the direction of maximum compression. 
In further experiments designed to investigate the 
mechanism of non-cataclastic deormat•ion in calcite marble, 
Griggs subjected cylinders cut from single crystals of calcite 
to compress ion tests (Griggs, 1938). 	He concluded that 
twinning on(01121 lamellae is the most important mechanism 
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under confining pressures up to 10,000 atmospheres at room 
temperature. 
Experiments were carried out in order to evaluate 
the relative importance of variable environmental conditions 
liable to affect rock flow, such as presence of solvents 
and elevation of temperatures (Griggs, 1940). A cylinder 
of marble from Yule Creek, Colorado was shortened 30 per 
cent under 10,000 atmopheres confining pressure and at 150 ° 
C. The fabriè of the marble before and after compression 
was studied by Mrs E.B. Knopf, who found that lamellae. 
parallel to 0ll2j were much more abundant in the deformed 
rock than in the original rock, and that the optic axes of 
calcite tended to adopt a preferred orientation parlle1 to 
the direction of compressiOn. Similar results had been 
obtained at room terriperature, suggesting that no significLint 
change in the nature of deformation had resulted from the 
elevation of temperature to 1500 C. However another specimen 
deformed under 10,000 atmiospheres confining pressure and , 
150 °C. but In the presence of carbonate water, showed striking 
changes. The stress necessary to produce 30 per cent 
shortening was about only 1/5 of that required to produce the 
same shortening in the specimen deformed dry; moreover a total 
shortening of as much as 40 per cent was achieved without 
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rupture. The resulting texture was similar to that of 
the original rock; in that the grains were clear and 
unclouded, showing no signs of cataclasis, marginal granul-
ation or change of shpe, and possessed few twInned 0112 
lamollas. 
The detailed study. of the fabric of the material 
de±ormad by Griggs was continued by Knopf, using the tech-
niquos of petrofabric analysis. 	In an interim report 
on this work, the most striking changes in the fabric of the 
artificially deformed marble were recorded (Knopf, 1943); 
these are summarised in FIg.18. 	In addition, the Pabrics 
produced artificially 'woro for the first tiiu correlated 
with those found in naturally deformedrocks. 	It was 
pointed out that a close similarity exists botweon the 
fabrics derived experimentally and the fabrics of tectonites 
which Sander had suggested were a reslt of "flattening". 
After a delay, due chiefly to World War II, 
E.B. Knopf published a full description of the methods and 
results of the examination of Yule marble before and after 
deformation (Knopf, 1949). 	The general conclusions were 
the same as before. 
The attack on the problem of rock deformation 
received a new impetus when Professor F.J. Tihrner was asked 
Undetormeo' cylinder cut 	After 20_30010  shàrtening 
parallel to the foliation. by compression parallel to 
the axis of the cylinder. 
Grain size and shape diagrammatic 
1 
Diagrammatic c-axis patterns. 
Fig. 18. 	Diagrammatic . summary of the findiigs of the 
early experiments on the deformation of Yule 
marble, after Knopf (1943). 
ri 
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by Mrs Knopf to report on the fabric of Yule marble as a 
prelirminary to a new programme of experiment conducted by 
Griggs. Not only did Tumor describe the fabric, using 
very precise techniques, but he also discussed the origin 
of the fabric of the naturally deformed Yulo marble. he 
suggested that the dimensional orientation and preferrod 
oriontation of calcite c-axes might have been gained during 
crystallization, but that the (01h) lamellao were imprinted 
by a slight post-crystallization squeeze, suitably. oriented 
lamellae being selected for developement whrne glide planes 
were favourably oriented with regard to the deforming stress. 
Hence their strong preferred orientation in contrast to the 
lack of preferred orientation of directions in the calcite 
lattice other than thee-axes. For a variety of reasons, 
including the paucityof twinned ~011p.j iemellae, Turner. 
proposed that translation on0112J in the same direction 
but opposite sense to twin gliding, might be an important 
deformIng mechanism in calcite marble. 
In 1951 the initial results o1 the n ew series 
of experiments on deformation of marble appeared in three 
complementary papers. 	In Part I. compression and extension 
at 10,000 atmospheres confining pressure and room temperature 
of dry Yule marble was described (Griggs and Miller, 1951). 
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One of the questions which these papers sought to answer 
was whether marble deforms in a manner described as 
"heterogeneous" deformation in which it is assumed that each 
grain may deform by a different amount in response to the 
stress field with little or no interference from neighbouring 
grains; or by "homogeneous" deformation In which it is 
assumed that each grain is strained the same amount, since 
each is rest'icted by its neighbours. Griggs and Niller 
found that the stress-strain relations of deformed marble are 
best explained In terms of the hypothesis of homogeneous 
doformation. This experimental work also tended to show that 
the mechanism of deformation of each grain is twinning on 
(0112) lamelliae, or, If the lattice is unfavourably oriented 
for twinning, they suggested that translation in the opposite 
sense on(01-121 might occur. 
In Part II, Handin and Griggs (19511 predicted 
deformation fabrics in two samples of Yule marble by deter-
mining the resolved shear stress for twinning or translation 
on every (01121 lamellae and plotting the res&ltant grain 
orientation for different orientations of stress and degrees 
of deformation. Values for the degree of deformation and 
orientation of stress wore chosed which would permit the 
results to be compared directly with the experimentally 
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deformed material. These calculations had to be duplicated 
for every grain asswring either hoter.ogeneous or homogeneous 
deformation. The fabrics pbedicted on the basis of homo-
geneous deformation by twin gliding and translation on(0112J 
lamellae were found to correspond closely with the fabrics 
produced experimentally. 
Part III of the series was devoted to the descriptions 
of the artificially deformed material which had been investi-
gated by means of petrofabric analysis, a matter not without 
difficulty in view of the high degrees of deformation 
attained (Turner and Chi'h, 1951). 	All cleavages and partings 
in addition to those definitely recognisable as parallel to 
(01121and .ioiiJ were recorded. The, application of those 
experimentally obtained results to the interpretation of 
petrofabric data in general was discussed. In a note of 
caution, it was pointed out that the experimental conditions 
of deformation did 'not imitate natural conditions, differing 
especially in the hiher confining pressures, lower temperatures 
and absence of solvents. 
Later In the some year, Part IV of the same series 
was published (Griggs et al., 1951). 	Specimens of Yule 
marble were deformed at 130 °C. under conditions otherwise 
Identical with those adopted In Part I of the Investigation. 
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Apart from a lowering in strength, the results were in 
general.similar to those discussed in Parts I and III 
and thefabrics were in agreement with those predicted 
for homogeneous deformation in Part II 	As before the 
mechanism of deformation was thought to be twinning and 
translation on0112 iameliae, but the manner in which 
the lowering in strength varied according to the orientation 
of the test cylinders suggested that the resistance to 
translation on (0 
12wasdiminiShedto a greater extent 
than the resistance to twinning. The lowering In strength 
and general texture suggested that an approach had been 
made to conditions likely to prevail during natural defor-
mation of marble. 
Turner then studied the fabrics of three naturally 
deformed marbles from widely'separated localities (California, 
Colorado and Scotland) in order to attempt a dynamic 
interpretation on the basis of the experimental and theoretical 
work and to provide descriptions of natural marble fabrics 
f or comparison with those produced artificially (Turner, 1953). 
Handin and Grlggs had already (Part II, 1951) computed 
the direction of a compression or a tension i1iost likely to 
produce twinning on any given (01121 set of laniellae. 
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Turner plotted both the compression and tension for each 
set of visibly twinned (01 -121 isrnellae in each specimen. 
The compression points were found to he grouped toet1ie': 
similarly with the tensions, the concentrations lying. 
approximately 900  apart , Turner concluded that all visible 
twinning on.0112 could have been produced by a compression 
or a tension acting parallel to the direction of maximum 
concentration of compression or tension points respectively. 
This work was followed by a study of the fabric 
of marbles from a begion where the largo-acale structures 
were known((iicIntyre and Turner, 1953). An axis of deformation 
definedby the symmetry of the marble fabrics was found to be 
parallel to the tectonic ac1 determined by megascopic studios. 
Dynamic interpretation of visible twinning on '011 J indicated 
a compression transverse to that axis. 
The present work was begun early in 1953, before 
these two papzs on the fabrics of naturally deformed marbles 
had been published but both were available as typescripts. 
The first step in the petrofabric analysis of the Loch Tay 
Limestone (marble) was made jointly with M .F. Carman by an 
intensive study of material from the quarry at Strachur 
(Gi].mour and Carman,1954). 	Two complete 100-grain analyses 
and two partial analyses were carried out. The work has 
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now been extended by the present writer over about . twenty 
miles of the outcrop of Loch Tay Limestone in £trgyll. 
All the rocks studied lie on the north-west limb of the' 
Cowal anticline. Suitable marble f or petrofabric analysis 
was also sought on the 3outh-west limb of the structure, 
(particularly in the' region of Dunoon,Galrloch and Loch 
Lomond) but, unfortunately, no satisfactory material was 
found. 
The pro ject had several elms: 
CorrelatIon of the marble fabrics with the regional 
struoturo. 
Determination of the degree of homogeneity of a 
large outcrop of naturally deformed marble. 
Provision of a key to the fabrics of other rocks, 
whose mechanism of deformation Is less well understood. 
DescriptIon of naturally deformed marbles for 
comparison with experimentally 6eforrned material. 
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PetrofabricAnaIyses of the Loch Tay Limestone 
from Strachur, Argyll 
By PAUL GILMOUR and MAX F. CARMAN 
ABSTRACT 
The paper records the results of petrofabric analyses of four 
specimens of marble from the South-West Highlands of Scotland. 
The marble fabric has a high degree of homogeneity. Calcite grains 
are flattened in the foliation plane and are elongate in a direction 
normal to the fold axis. The c crystal axes lie in a distinct girdle 
about b, with a maximum near the pole of the foliation; the a 
crystal axes tend to occupy three maxima, one of which is close to b. 
Late twinning has occurred on {01 12} apparently in response to a 
simple stress system, operating in the ac plane. The symmetry 
of the general calcite fabric, the twinning and the megascopic 
structures coincide. 
INTRODUCTION 
IN the course of study of the Cowal area in the South-West Highlands of Scotland, one of the authors [P. G :1 is making petrofabric 
analyses of several of the rock types. This paper records the results 
of joint work on the fabric of the Loch Tay Limestone (marble) at 
a locality in this area. The procedure adopted for the measurements 
is that described by Turner (1949), and an attempt has been made to 
interpret the fabric in the light of experimental work (Handin and 
Griggs, 1951 ; Turner, 1953). It is hoped that the study of the fabric 
of this marble will contribute, to the interpretation of petrofabric 
data derived from other rocks in Cowal and add to the published 
descriptions of naturally deformed marbles for comparison with the 
fabrics of artificially deformed rocks. Four specimens, collected 
within 30 yards of one another, have been studied in order to test the 
homogeneity of the fabric on this scale. 
The analysed specimens were collected from a disused quarry 
in the Loch Tay Limestones at Glensluan, about one mile south of 
Strachur, Argyll. The locality map (Text-fig. 1) is the south-westward 
continuation of the map published by McIntyre and Turner (1953). 
The Boyne Marble, described by Turner (1953, pp.  277-283), is from 
a locality on the southern shore of the Moray Firth, approximately 
10 miles east of the Moine-Dalradian junction. Comparison of these 
maps shows that the Scottish marbles so far studied belong to the 
same general group of regionally metamorphosed limestones. At 
Glensluan the Loch Tay Limestone is associated with a varied assem-
blage of metamorphic rocks including phyffites, quartzose schists, 
and epidiorites. This locality is on the north-west limb of the Cowal 
"antidine" and the regional foliation dips at approximately 20° to 
the north-west. 
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In each of two specimens (Nos. 2 and 3), collected about 30 yards 
apart, 100 calcite grains were measured in traverses across sections 
cut normal to the regional lineation and fold axis. In two other 
specimens (Nos. 1 and 4), collected between the other two, twenty 
twinned calcite grains were measured. 
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TExT-FIG. 1.—Locality map. C C, Carrick Castle; L T, Loch Tay; S, 
Strachur. The outcrop of the Loch Tay Limestone is shown by the 
heavy black line. The marbles described were collected about I mile 
south of Strachur. 
GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE FABRIC 
In Glensluan quarry the rock is a dark coloured calcite marble, 
with accessory amounts of quartz and mica. A prominent foliation 
is marked by the parallelism of tabular calcite grains, thin micaceous 
layers, and quartzose lenses. This foliation was selected as the ab 
plane of the fabric. The b fabric axis was taken as parallel to a lineation 
seen in micaceous laminae; this direction is parallel to the regional 
fold axis, which plunges very gently to the south-west. 
Field data are :- 
Foliation, ab—strikes N. 40 0 E., dips 200 to N.W. 
Lineation, b—plunges 5 0 to S.W. at 235 0 . 
In the specimens described there is no evidence of post-crystalline 
granulation; the grain boundaries are sharp and strain extinction is 
almost absent. Most grains possess {01 t2 } lamellae and a few show 
{ 
loll } cleavages. These planes were identified by their angular and 
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zonM relationships. The mean intercepts of the grains parallel to the 
fabric axes were determined' in each specimen by measuring the lengths 
of traverses required to cross fifty grains in sections respectively parallel 
to ac and bc. In each section two to eight traverses were made parallel 
to each of the two fabric axes. The results are shown in the adjoining 
Table. The grains are flattened in the foliation plane and have a 
TABLE 
Dimensions in millimetres 
parallel .to the fabric axes: 
Specimen. 	 (a) 	(b) 	(c) 
No. 1 Range of dimensions 	. 036-047 027-045 015-021 
Averagedimension . 041 	036 	017 
No. of grains measured 	(450) 	(260) 	(200) 
No.2 	Range of dimensions 	035-061 •029-035, 014-018 
Average dimension . 041 	031 	016 
No. of grains measured . 	(1,300) 	(600) 	(650) 
No. 3 Range of dimensions 	038-054 032-034 014-020 
'Average dimension . 043 	033 	017 
No. of grains measured 	(450) 	(250) 	(400) 
No.4 	Range of dimensions 	034-037 033-039, 019-024. 
Average dimension . 036 	038 	020 
No. of grains measured . 	(250) 	(300) 	' (350) 
slight elongation parallel to a; by examination of a section parallel 
to ab in Specimen 2, it was verified that the elongation is in the a 
direction and not in a direction between a and b. The calcites of 
previously described marbles are elongate parallel to b (e.g. McIntyre 
and Turner, 1953). In the Cowal Memoir, however, Clough recorded 
the elongation of large calcite grains in a marble exposure only four 
miles south-south-west of Strachur as being at right angles to the fold 
axis (dough, 1897, p.  46). 
Clough mapped faint lineations, approximately normal to the fold 
axis, all over the Cowal area, and these seem to be the only a lineations 
at present known in the Scottish Highlands, apart from those in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the great thrusts (McIntyre, 1951, p.  20). 
Clough undoubtedly recognized that the great majority of small folds, 
mica crenulations, and similar megascopic b structures are parallel 
to the regional fold axis (Clough, 1897, pp.  24, 25, 87). This interpreta-
tion was apparently so obvious to him that, like many of the early 
Alpine geologists, he recorded the fact, but did not emphasize it. 
Hence the prevalence and significance of the b structures in Cowal 
was not realized by many geologists. Clough's influence on the progress 
VOL. XCI-NO. 1 	 4 
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of Highland geology was great, and it seems that elsewhere in the 
Highlands some workers, attempting to follow dough's lead, but 
misunderstanding his work, mistook the common b structures for the 
rarer a lineations. 
PREFERRED ORIENTATION OF THE CALCITE LATTICE 
The distribution of c axes obtained from both analyses of 100 
grains (Nos. 2 and 3) are shown in Text-figs. 2 (a) aid (b). Their 
close similarity is a measure bch of the reliability of the 100-grain 
samples and of the homogeneit' of the fabric over a distance of 30 
yards. The c crystal axes show a maximum distinctly oblique to the 
pole of the foliation, with an incomplete but distinct girdle about b: 
Between 60 per cent and 70 per cent of the c axes lie at angles greater 
than 400  to the foliation. 
The distribution of a crystal axes is restricted by the c axis pattern. 
All a axes for the 100-grain analyses are shown in Text-figs. 2 (c) 
and (d). In both rocks there. is a weak preferred orientation of the a 
axes in three maxima, approximately 60° apart; one of these maxima 
coincides with the b fabric axis. This distribution might be the con-
sequence of the c axis pattern or it might represent a real preferred 
orientation of the a axes. To test this the a axes of those grains whose c 
axes fall in the chief maxima shown in Text-figs. 2 (a) and (b) have been 
plotted (Text-fig. 2 (e) and (1)).  The majority of these a axes must 
lie in a girdle  normal to the c axis maximum; but in both rocks, 
within the girdles there are three maxima approximately 60° apart, 
and in each case one of these is nearly parallel to the b fabric axis. 
The reality of the preferred orientation of the a axes is thus confirmed. 
PREFERRED ORIENTATION OF {0112} LAMELLAE 
Approximately 55 per cent of the calcite grains possess three sets 
of visible lamellae parallel to {0112}; about 30 per cent possess two 
sets and 10 per cent one set; in 5 per cent no lamellae were seen. As 
less than 3 per cent of the lamellae were inaccessible, these figures 
are not substantially affected by the "blind spot" of the universal 
stage. As would be expected from the distribution of c axes the 
best-developed {0li2} lamellae lie in an ac girdle.  The edges [e e'] 
between pairs of prominent lamellae show a diffuse maximum parallel 
to b. . 
TWINNED {01T2} LAMELLAE 
Optically recognizable twinning on {0112} is not prominent in 
any of the four specimens analysed. In Specimen 3, 24 per cent of 
the grains are recognizably twinned, but in the other three specimens 
only about 4-5 per cent are twinned. The {0112} twin lamellae are 
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C 
TExr-no. 2.—Strachur marble. Specimens 2 and 3. Plane of projection is normal to the 
lineation as measured in the field. Foliation is left and right the top is the normal 
to the foliation in an upward direction. South and west and the horizontal plane are 
shown. All projections are lower hemisphere. 
Sp. 2. 100 c axes in calcite. Contours 1-3-5 per cent per I per centarea. 
Sp. 3. 100 c axes in calcite. Contours 1-3-5 per cent per I per cent area. 
Sp.2. 300 a axes in calcite. Contours f-2-3 per cent per I per cent area. 
(fl) Sp. 3. 300 a axes in calcite. Contours *-2-3 per cent per 1 per cent area. 
Sp. 2. 60 a axes of all twenty grains whose c axes occupy the area within the broken 
lines. Contours If.7-10 per cent per I per cent area. Highest concentration is 12 per 
cent per.1 per cent area. 
Sp. 3. 48 a axes of all sixteen grains whose c axes occupy the area within the broken 
lines. Contours 2-6-10 per cent per I per cent area. Highest concentration is 12 per 
cent per I per cent area. 
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invariably narrow. Nearly all of the grains showing obvious twinning 
possess only one set of twin lamellae; about 1-2 per cent of all the 
grains measured have two. In both sections in which 100 grains were 
investigated systematically a number of twinned grains were measured 
in addition; these latter conform with the conclusions based on the 
results from the systematic traverses. In the remaining two rocks 
(Nos. 1 and 4) twenty twinned grains were selected and measured in 
sections cut normal to the b fabric axis. 
In Specimen 3, a total of thirty-four grains, including three with 
two sets of twinned lamellae, were measured. Their c axes and poles 
of twinned {01 12 } lamellae are shown in Text-fig. 3 (a). These lamellae 
tend to be oriented either parallel or nearly perpendicular to the 
foliation plane ab. They define two s-planes of the final phase of 
deformation; s1 parallel to ab and s2 normal to ab. The s-plane 
normal to the foliation is particularly significant, since only a small 
proportion of the calcite grains are oriented so as to allow twinning on 
{o1r2} normal to the foliation. 
The applied stresses most favourably oriented to effect the observed 
twinning are shown in Text-fig. 3 (b) (Handin and Griggs, 1951, 
pp. 866-9; Turner, 1953, p.  282). In every grain the observed twinning 
could have been produced by a simple stress system operating in the 
ac plane, either a compression parallel to C or a tension parallel to T, 
or both. 
In Specimen 2, twelve grains with narrow but distinct twins were 
measured, five of these grains have two sets of twinned lamellae. The 
twinned lamellae define a single s-plane, almost parallel to the mega-
scopic foliation, i.e. parallel to s (Text-fig. 3 (c)). This was confirmed 
by the observation of only one distinctly twinned grain in an ab 
section containing more than 400 grains. The fields of compression 
and tension giving maximum resolved shear stress on twinned lamellae 
in the direction and sense of twin gliding coincide with those obtained 
for Specimen 3 (cf. Text-fig. 3 (b) and (d)). 
The remaining specimens (Nos. 1 and 4) were analysed by measuring 
only twinned grains in sections normal to b. Twinned grains were 
searched for carefully in areas containing 500-600 calcite grains. The 
slides were rotated in the universal stage to minimize the effect of' 
using only one section, and as many twinned grains as possible were 
measured. Twenty twinned grains were recorded in each section, several 
having two sets of twinned lamellae. In both these rocks the twinned 
lamellae lie at high angles to the foliation, i.e. parallel to S2 (Text-fig. 
4 (a) and (0). The compression and tension points are grouped in 
fields which correspond closely with those obtained from the 100-grain 
analyses of the other two specimens. 
Points representing the centres of the fields of compression and 
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TEXT-FIG. 3.—Strachur marble. Specimens 2 and 3. Orientation as in 
Text-fig. 2. 
Sp. 3. c axes (dots) and poles of {01 12) twinned lamellae 
(arrow heads). of thirty-four twinned grains. 
Sp. 3. Axes of compression (dots) and_tension (crosses) 
most favouring the observed twinning on {0112} inindividual 
grains. 
Sp. 2. c axes (dots) and poles of {0112} twinned lamellae 
(arrow heads) of twelve twinned grains. 
Sp. 2. Axes of compression (dots) and tension (crosses) 
most favouring the observed twinning on {0112} in individual 
grains. 
tension respectively were determined for each analysed specimen. 
These points are shown in Text-fig. 5 (a) (in which the data for - three 
of the, specimens have been rotated slightly about the c fabric axis 
in order to facilitate direct comparison). The correspondence is 
remarkable and demonstrates convincingly the homogeneity of the 
twinning throughout the exposure studied, and also the validity of data 
obtained from a sample of twenty twinned grains. It is obvious that 
even the twins found in this rock (which are very narrow compared with 
those in, for example, the Strathspey and Yule marbles) reflect a stress 
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TErr-FIG. 4.—Strachur marble. Specimens 1, 2, and 4. Orientation as in Text-fig. 2. 
Sp. I. c axes (dots) and poles of (0112) twinned lamellae (arrow heada) in twenty 
twinned grains. 
Sp. 1. Axes of compression (dots) and tension (crosses) most favouring the observed 
twinning on {Ol 12) in individual grains. 
Sp. 4. c axes (dota) and polea of {0112} twinned lamellae (arrow heads) in twenty 
twinned grains. 
Sp. 4. Axes of compression (dots) and tenajon (crosses) most favouring the observed 
twinning on {0112} in individual grains. 
Sp. 2. c axes (dots) and poles of {0112} twinned Iamellae (arrow heads) of thirty-
seven very weakly twinned grains. 
(1) Sp. 2. Axes of compression (dots) and tension (crosses) most favouring the observed 
twinning on {01T2} in the same thirty-seven grains. 
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The geometry of the calcite lattice is such that tension (applied 
subparallel to the c axis) can develop high resolved shear stress in the 
direction and sense appropriate for twinning on two or all three 
{Ol l2} planes simultaneously; but compression (applied normal to 
the c axis) favours twinning on only one {01T2} plane of a given grain. 
Consequently compression rather than tension is likely to have caused 
the development of twinning in those marbles in which grains with two 
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TEXT-FIG. 5.—Strachur marble. Specimens 1, 2,3, and 4. Orientation 
re 'as in Text-fig. 2. Specimens 1, 2, and 4 we rotated slightly about 
the c fabric axis to the orientation of Specimen 3. Hence foliation 
remains left and right; the top is, as before, the normal to the 
foliation in an upward direction. 
All specimens. Letters represent centres of fields of com-
pression (C) and tension (T). 
All specimens. Bisectors of acute angles between glide lines 
e :r in nineteen grains with two sets of twinned lamellae each. 
Specimen 1, triangles; specimen 2, circles; specimen 3, squares; 
specimen 4, rhombs. 
sets of twinned lamellae are rare; and this compression would be 
approximately parallel to the acute bisector [e:r] of the two sets of 
laméllae in such grains as do show double twinning (Turner, 1953, 
pp. 282-3). Nineteen grains with two sets of twinned lamellae were 
measured in the four specimens analysed. The acute bisectors of their 
glide lines are, shown in. Text-fig. 5 (b); the majority lie in the com-
pression field of Text 7fi'5 (a). - 
In view of the very weak nature of the twinning in Specimen 2 
attention was also paid to grains in which twinning was exceedingly 
faint even to the point of being doubtful. Data for the exceedingly 
faint twins obsrved in thirty-seven grains are recorded separately 
(cf. Text-figs. 3 (c) and 4 (e)). The difference between Text-figs. 3 (d) 
and 4 (f) suggests that many of the lamellae in question belong in fact 
to the " non-twinned " category which also includes the. majority 
of the {0112} lamellae observed in these marbles. ' - 
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ORIENTATION OF QUARTZ AND MICA 
Apart from calcite, the only important minerals in the marble 
are quartz and mica. The micas show a well-marked orientation parallel 
to the foliation plane, with a faint girdle about b. 
McIntyre and Turner (1953) found a random orientation of the c 
axes of quartz grains in the Tomintoul marble, although the calcites 
are well oriented in that rock. In the marble at Strachur quartz is 
TEXT-FIG. 6.—Strachur marble. Specimen I. Orientation as in Text-fig. 2. 
c axes in 190 quartz grains from quartzose aggregates. 
considerably more abundant than is the case in the Tomintoul marble, 
and the c axis was measured in 190 grains belonging to quartz aggre-
gates in Specimen I (Text-fig. 6). There is apparently no preferred 
orientation. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The fabric of the marble throughout an outcrop 30 yards long is 
remarkably homogeneous. This applies not only to megascopic 
features such as foliation and lineation but also to preferred orientation 
of the calcite lattice (c and a axes) and to development of twinning. 
Directions of late stress deduced to account for twinning are likewise 
constant. 
The fabric of the Loch Tay Limestone at Strachur strikingly resembles 
those of previously described, naturally deformed marbles. The c 
• 	 axes of calcite grains occupy a maximum near the pole of the foliation 
• and spread into a distinct girdle normal to b and to the regional fold 
axis. Twinning can be explained by a simple system of stresses operating 
in the ac plane. Even in the quartzose lenticles there is apparently no 
orientation of the c axes of quartz. There are, however, several obvious 
differences between. the Strachur marble and previously described 
rnarbles.• Although the calcite grains are flattened parallel to the folia-
tion, they are slightly elongate in a rather than in b. There is a weak 
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but distinct tendency for the a crystal axes of calcite to be oriented so 
that one of thbse axes is close to b. Twinning has occurred on {0112} 
lamellae which are arranged to define two s-planes, one parallel and 
one normal to the foliation, apparently in response to a compression 
in ac directed at 45° to the plane of the foliation. 
In the Cowal area the axis of folding on all observable scales, trends 
N. 55° E. with a very slight plunge to the south-west. There is a 
symmetry plane normal to the fold axis of the megascopic fabric. On 
the north-weit limb of the Cowal "anticline ", in the Strachur region 
the sense of movement was towards the south-east as inferred from the 
shapes of folds, strain-slip cleavages and other megascopic evidence. 
Petrofabric analysis shows that the marbles all possess the same 
monoclinic symmetry. Both the general calcite fabric and the twinning 
confirm the direction of movement, but not the sense, derived from 
the megascopic structures. 
The movements which controlled the formation of thec axis girdle for 
calcite during the main known phase of crystallization, apparently had 
the same symmetry as the later movements which produced the post-
crystallization twinning on {Ol 12}. Movements in the area seem to have 
been very constant in a direction normal to the regional fold axis. The 
persistence of the same b axis during the various deformations of the 
calcite contrasts strongly with the lack of orientation of the quartz. 
Even in the most quartzose schists so far examined, no preferred 
orientation of quartz has been detected and little or no undulose 
extinction has been observed. This suggests that quartz crystallized 
after the last movements. Although the mica crystals are parallel to 
the foliation in the marble and in the other rocks studied, they are 
not bent in strain-slip cleavages or in micro-folds, so that, presumably, 
they too finished crystallizing after the movements had ceased. 
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(c) The Fabric of the Loch Thy Limestone between Glendaruel 
and Clachan Beag, Upper Loch Fyne. 
1. In1,xoduct ion. 
Specimens were collected from the localIties 
shown In Fig. 9 along the outcrop of the Loch Thy Limestone. 
The marble is not well exposed over most of the ground and 
spe.imens were obtained chiefly from outcrops In small 
stream courses. The thickness of the marble varies widely 
between Glendaruel and Clachan Beag, locally attaining 
20-30 feet, but In places becoming very thin or dying out. 
The marble is associated with phyllites, mica schists and 
epidiorites. The rock is fairly uniform in field and hand 
specimen character throughout the twenty miles of outcrop 
which were studied. It is a very dark grey calcite marble 
with a prominent foliation marked by the parallelism of 
lonticular constituent grains and thin micaceous and quartzose 
layers. The visible foliation was selected as the ab plane 
of the fabrie. The b fabric axis was taken to be parallel 
to an axis of microfolding found in micáceous layers 
Numerous measurements of the dip and strike of the foliation 
and the trend and plunge of the b fabric axis were made in 
the immediate vicinity of the localities from whch specimens 
were collected. 
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ttig . 19. 	Localities of specimens of Loch Tay Limestone 
used for fabric analysis. 
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In addition to the four specimens already 
described from Glens].uan, near Strachur, six further 
specimens were analysed. The numbers of these specimens 
correspond to the numbers for the localities shown in Fig..1 
Specimens referred to as numbers 1, 2,3 and 4 are the 
four specimens from Glensluan. The specimens were collected 
from the purest calcareous material occurring at each 
locality, but In thin section a fairly high proportion of 
quartz and mica Is found to be present in the rocks. 
Two mutually perpendicular sections were cut from each 
specimen, perpendicular to the foliation. 	One of these 
was cut apprxImato1y normal to the b fabric axis, i.e. 
It is an ac section; the other is therefore a be section. 
For most of the analyses only the ac section was used. 
Treatment varied In detail for each specimen. 	In some 
specimens, 200 [cool] axes of caloite were moasurod in 
systematic traverses in the ac section; In others, 100 
10001] axes were measured In eah of the two sections 
and the data from the be section rotated into the plane 
of the acsection. Twinned foll2l lamollae were sought 
in each grain 1nbhe traverses, and, if present, these were 
measured and recorded. In some of the speciuiens visible 
twinning on f0112} was so rare that the total area of the 
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- s1ide had to be exmined for twinned grains to be measured. 
Additional data collected for some of the sections were 
the dimensional or.entation of calcite grains, the Preferred 
orientation of a crystal axes; and the fabric data of large 
grains for comparison with those of the matrix. 
The mean intercepts'of the grains parallel to the 
fabric axes were determined in the two sections from each 
specimen 	The calcite grains were found to be flattened 
in the ab plane and slightly elongate parallel to the a 
fabric axis. In describing the Loch Tay Limestone Clough 
(1897, p46) mentiOned that in a few localitieS the marble 
contained large grains of calcite, up to 4mm. In Ientti, 
set in a fine-grained matrix. During the present study, 
this type of rook was encounteredi sporadically (tbrouhout 
the outcrop of the Loch Tay Limestone from Glendaruel to 
the region of Ben Lul, some 30 miles to the north-east. 
Two of the analysed spec'imens are of this rock. The 
dimensions of the grains in the matrix of these two specimens 
are shown In the adjoining table. There are.töo for large 
grains In a single section to measure satisfactorily the mean 
Intercepts of the grains parallel to the fabric .xes In the 
same manner as was done for the grains of the matrix, but 
from FIg.20 It may be seen that there is a tendency for the 
Spec linen 
No. 416 Range of dimensions 
average dimension 
No.. of grains measured 
Dimensions in millImetres parallel 
to the fabric axes 
0.45-0.62 	0.48-0.50 	0.23-032 
0.55 	 0.50 	 0.29 
200 	 200 	 150 
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Fig. 20. 	Large grains in two sections fromSp. 420. 
Showing the grain size and dimensional orientation. 
M-M is the same micaceous layer in the sketch of 
the specimen and in the two sect1ons. 
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large grains to be flattened in the foliation plane 
and elongate parallel to a. Thus both the large grains 
and the grains of r6he matrix, though flattened in the ab 
plane are sliht1y elongate parallel to ai 	The v'iritor does 
not know of any other marble in which such a diiensional 
preferred orientation has been detected. 
In the additional specimens analysed, as also 
with those from Glensluan,. the only traces of post-•rystalline 
deformation is the presence of t0112) lamellaeancl :loi]i 
cleavae,s; grain boundaries show no evidence of granulation 
and strain extinction is uncommon. 
2. Preferred orientation, of the calcite lattice. 
The dIstribution of L000i in each specimen is 
shown in Fig. 1 1 .1 to S. Some of the orientation diagrams 
of the Glons].uan marbles are reproduced in order to facilitate 
.coraparison.v In each diagram there is a distInct tendency 
for 000iJ axes to lie in an ac girdle with on or more 
maxiria at or naar the periphery. 	In most cases, the position 
of the mexinrn with respect to the xnegascopic foliation 
gives the fabric nionoclinic syxnmotry with the symmetry plane 
parallel to the plane of the girdThe. In two diagrams 
(Fig. 21, 1 and 7) the symmetry is orthorhombic. 	In five 
EX PLNAT I ON OF FIG. 21 
1 to 8 and 29 to 35. 
The figure is in the back pocket. The complete explanation 
is given on pp.15+ and 155. 
Fig, 21. Fabric data form analysed specimens of Loch..Tay 
Limestone. Plane of projection is normal to 
linoation as measured in the field. Prqminenb 
foliation is shown by the full line. Top of the 
diagram is the 
-wa-4ee4*4e-. Broken line is the geographical 
horizontal. South and West are indicated. 
Diagrams f or a single specimen are given in a 
column. The sequence from left to right in which 
the diagrams are represented, corresponds to the 
sequence from south-west to north-east of the out-
crops. The specimen numbers 1, 2, 3and4 refer 
to the four specimens from Glensluan which have been 
described in detail, 
1 to 8. 	[000i] in calcite. 	Contours are 1, 3 and 5 
per cent per 1 per cent area. 
200 measurements frOm Sp. 416; 
200 measurements from Sp. 417; 
200 measurements doom Sp. 420; 
100 measurements from Sp. 2; 
100 measurements from Sp. 3; 
6, 	200 mesurernents from Sp. 520; 
200 moasw'ementsfrom Sp. 519; 
200 measurement.s from Sp. 518. 
29-35. / -diagrams corresponding to specimen localities. 
Diagrams based on 10 to 15 measurements of the 
prominent foliation at each locality. The plane 
of projection is the same as for the corresponding 
petrofabric data. 
29.. Loc. 416; 	32.: Glensluan Spa. 1 and 2; 
Loc.417; 33. Glensluan Sps. 3 and 4; 
Loc. 420; 	34. 	Locs. 519 and 520; 
35. Loc. 518; 
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specimens collected between Glendarue]. and Glens1ua±, the 
axis of the girdle lies in the foliation plane and is parallel 
to the megascoplo lineation which has a fairly constant 
north-east to south-west trend and a plunge varying between 
about 100 to the north-east and 10 0south-west.. Fig.21,29 
to 33 show the corresponding 1-dIagrams.. These give a 
rather poor result, since there Is little variation in the 
attitude of the foliation. There is however a tendency fo 
the 3'axs to parallel the girdle axis and megacopio 
lineation. As regards the three specimens colloctd at the 
head of Loch Fype between Clachan Beag and Laglingarten, the 
relationship Is not so simple. 	It is unf9rtunate that the 
grOund beweon Strachur, and Laglingarten is difficult of 
access and poorly exposed, partly because the sampling of 
the outcrop of Loch Tay Limestone is otherwise fatrly evenly 
apaced but miInly, becs'use It Is hetwoen these tto localities 
that the most pronounced changes in the fabric take place. 
In each of the three specimens analysed from nortth-east of 
Laglingarten, the 10001] ...xes lie in a well-marked girdle. 
In the first, (Fig..21,6) the axis of the gIrdle lbs in the 
foliation trending north-south and almost horizontal, in the 
second (FIg.I,7) the girdle axis is Inclined about l0°to 20 0 
to the foliation and, trending rouh1y northsouth, plunges 
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about 200to 300  to the north, in the third (Fig.21B) 
the girdle axis which is parallel to the foliation trends 
north-east to south-west andplunges approxImately 20 0 to 
the north-east. 	Two of these specimens (Fig.21,6 and 7), 
collected foom localities less than half a mile apart, give 
roughly the same picture and the 13-diagrams from each locality 
are so similar that they are combined (1'ig.21,34). 	Neither 
the (-axie nor the measured megascopic lineation is parallel 
to the pole of the c- axis girdle • The f-diagram for the 
remaining locality (Fig.21,35) merely show the average dip 
and strike of the foliation. Measured megascopic lineatlons 
lie In the foliation plunging 25 0 to the west. The pole of 
the c axIs girdle does not coincide with the measured lineations 
The preferred orientation of the a crystal axes was 
investigated in two of the additional upecimens analysed 
(Specimens 416 and 420) by plotting the a axes of those grains 
whoso E000i axes lie within a single ax1mui in the ac 
girdle. 	It follows that the a crystal axes will lie in a 
great circle whose pole is the E000i axis maximuii, but In 
both, there Is a fa1rl strong tendency for the a crystal axes 
to be concenthated Into three maxima approximately 600  apart 
(Fig. 	). 	Other recent studies of the fabric of naturally 
deformed mrb1e have iecorded an absence of preferred orientatior 
of a crystal axes, although 000i axes show a strong preferred 
F1g._22. 	Crystalloraphic a-axes from these grains in 
which [0001] lies in the dotted areas in each 
diagram. 	Orientation as is Fig. 21. 	Contours 
are approximately 2, 4,6 and 8 per cent per 1 
per cent area. 
45 a-axes from 15 grains in Sp. 416. 
48 a-axes from 16 grains in Sp. 420. 
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orientation (Turner, 1949, p.606; McIntyre and Turner, 1953, 
r; 	iss, 1954(a) ,p. 37).1 
The preferred orientation of grain dimensions and of 
the calcite lattice may be interpretated in ôñe Of two was. 
They may be. a direct consequence of recrystallization and 
bear no'reiatiôniito the deiorming stresses active during 
metamorphism except in so far as grains would tend to incroase 
In size during crystallization In a direction of low resistence, 
e.g. along an existing foliatiOn. They may, on the other 
hand, be a reflection of the external stress field operative 
during the deformation of the rock mass. The fact that the 
syimnetry of the megascopic structures agrees with the symmetry 
of the dimensional preferred orientation and orientation 
pattern for 0001 1 suggests that these features originated in 
response to an external stress field, though It Is obvious 
that the cornp].tion of recrystallization was post-kinematic. 
Although the a crystal axes show a fairly strong preferred 
orientation, the orientation pubtern cannot be related, with 
confidence bo the synnetry of other deforniation structures. 
It.;is therefore difficult to assess the relative inporance 
of recrystallization and defQrmation as orIontatng mechanism 
of the a'axes. 
By comparison with experimental work on marble 
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deformation, it would seew that the preferred orientation 
of, grain shape and 00011 may be interpreted with confidence. 
If the grain shape and orientation patterns of E000] are 
considered separately, each' obviously has orthorhombie symmtry 
but If they are combined, the symmetry o± the fabric becomes 
monoclinic since t:he principle [000].] maximum in the ac girdle 
is notnormalto the foliation defined by parallelism of 
lent icular calcite grains. 
The fundamental postulate of strucjural petrology 
that. the symmetry of dfomIng movements and stresses are 
reflected in thesymmetry of rock fabrics has been confirmed 
by the experimental work on marble deformation (Turner and 
ChI'h, 1957; Griggs et al.,1951, and Griggs et al.,1953.). 
In specimens which were deformed by an axial corarossion 
or extension applied obliquely bo a ,pre-existing planar 
Inhomogeneity (e.g. foliation) the symmetry of the internal, 
stress system was monoclinic. The resulting fabrics had 
monoclinic symmetry and the symmetry plane of the fabrics 
conincided with the symmetry p1ano of the stress system. 
In experimental work, monoelinic fabrics were produced in 
a deformation whIch invOlved shear along a plane inclined 
to the stress system; the relative attitude of the shear 
plane and stress axes being fixed. It would seem likely 
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that monocl1nic.'fabMcs could also result 'froi a deformation 
in which there was relative rotation of the stress system an 
the deformiig mass. 
The patterns of dimensional preferred orientation 
and preferred orientation of E0 00ijj in calcite in the Loch 
Thy Limestone between Glondaruel and Clachan Beag are consistent 
with the hypothesis that those resulted fron a monoclinic. 
deformation in which the deformation plane ws parallel to 
the surnotry plane of the monoclinic fabric. The preferred 
orientation of 000 axes would then have been atainod before 
the final post-kinematic crystallization which produced the 
present visible fabric . The basis of the final dimensional 
preferred orientation was presumably also estabiis1ed 'during 
the deformation,' It is possible that an existing preferred 
orientation of grain shape and [0001] axes' was weakened by 
post-kinematic crystallization. As noted, the axis 	the 
main deformation was normal tp the plane of syri'mietry in the 
iuonoclinj.c fabrics; this is the b fabric axis. h trends 
north-east to south-west and is approximately horizontal,, 
the plunge varying between 10 ° to the north-west and 100 
to the south-west; howevei in two specimens collected from 
within half a mile of each other, the b fabi'ic axis trends 
north-south. The significance of. this variation is unknown. 
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Although the directIon of maximwn relative movement is 
believed to be nor,th-west to south-east., no indication, as to 
the sense of movement has been derived from the petrofabric 
data. 
The deformation axis may have been either a 1ne 
of intersectIon of slip planes or an axis of external 
rotation and folding. 	It is not possible to be certain 
which of these two mechanism was dominant. In recently 
described naturally deformed marbles, greater importance 
has been attached to the effects of rotation rather thah 
to slip (flclntyre and Turner, 1953, p.231; weIss1954(a),p.41). 
but soñie of the features of the Loch Tay Limestone seems to 
support the suggestion that the mst Important factor in the 
fabric was shearing. Whôreas the marbles described by 
McIntyre and Turner and by Weiss show some well-marked features 
of rotational tectonics, especially marked elongation of the 
calcite grains parallel to the b fabric axis, in the Loch 
Pay Limestone, the grains are elongate parallel to a. 
Moreover, there Is little, or no folding associated with the 
marble horizons, the only linoations or folds parallel to the 
b fabric axis which were o1servod were mlcrofoids In mloaeous 
layers. Other evidence which supports the view that shearing 
was the dominant factor In the evolution'of the fabric will 
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be given later (p. 127). Although no visible slip planes 
other than the foliation are present in the rock, it is 
possible that slip my have proceeded on statistical planes 
by irtra-granular gliding prdor to post-kinematic recrystal 	i; 
lization. 	Such planes might be detectabld by A.V.A. 
(1amsauer, 1941; Weiss, 1954). 
The analysis of one specimen of the mi"rhie with 
large calcite grains (3.18) which occurs sporadically 
throughout the outcrops studied, tends to confirm certLin 
features of the interpretation outlined above. If the large 
grains are the remnants of a coarsely-crystalline marble, 
broken down during deformation, these grains must have attained 
their dimensional preferred orintatiori:of e longat ion parallel 
to n. during a phase.of unrestricted transport in the rock 
mass. The fact that the same preferred orientation is shared 
by the growth "tails" (Fig. 0 ) arid recrystallized matrix 
(p.l15) indicates that this unrestricted transport continued 
until the oary 3tago3 of recrystallization which produced 
the pros et visible fabric • Thus prior to and during the 
early stages of recrystallization when the rock deformed by 
inb.ergranular movements, the foliation seems to have acted 
as a shear plane. 
Uniform extension of a rock mass at right angles 
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to the direction of meximum relative movement will not be 
reflocted in the fabric, since there is effectively no 
relative movement in the direction of extension, but if the 
extension becomes uneven throughout the rock mass, as is 
likely to happen locally, the:symetry of the deformation 
becomes triclinic. To this factor may be ascribed the very 
slight tendency for sonic of the orientation diagrams of Loco 
to possess triolinic syrnmetry (a1thouh this tendency is by 
no means characteristic of the marbles as a whole). 
3. Preferred orientation of twinned1i2j lamel:lae. 
Optically recognisable twinning on ~01_12)  in 
calcite is not extensively developed in any of the ten 
analysed rocks. The proportion of grains with twinned 
lamallae varies fFom 1 per cent to 26 per cent. In those 
specimens in which the proportion of grains with visible 
twinned (017121 lamellee is low, additional grains had to be 
sought and measured apart from those encountered in the 
systematic traverses. The number of grains with twinned 
(017121 larnellae which could be measured in a sIngle section 
varies from ten (in specimen 416) to twenty-six (in specimen 
519). Most of the twinned (61-12) lamellae are narrow, 
sharply-defined, parallel-sided structures; a few are broad 
or wedge-shaped. The general charaber of the fabric suggests 
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that the grains are weakly twinned rather than almost 
coip1etely twinned. 	
I. 
The poles of twinned01121 lamollae and the 000ij 
axes of corresponding untwinned lattices are shown in Fig. 21, 
9 to 1E. The distribution of poles of (oil?,).cannot be 
independent of the orientation of the calcite lattice; thus 
in each specimen analysed, these pOles might be expected 
to lie in aiweo.k ac girdle with a concentration near the 
principle [bOo axis maximum. 	Fig.21, 9 to 18 shows that 
the poles of twinned. 101121 lame liac lie in the ac plane. 
Selection of twinned grains in some of the sections vrith 
weak twinning does not seem to have influenced this result 
unduly, since the poles of (01-121 jartiellae lie parallel to 
the aeplane defined by 0001 axes and not to the plane of 
the section in those instances in which the section has not 
been cut exactly parallel to the ac pl..ne. 	Vithin the ac 
plane, poles of twinned (01121 lamellac have a more limited 
distribution than the spread of 000ij axes into partial or 
copleto girdles. This distribution of the poles shows a 
distinct tendency for twinned (01121 to be oriented, either 
parsJJel or at right angles to the foliation. 
Restriction in the distribution of poles of twinned 
0112J lanelae as compared to the lattico oriontation has 
XPLN.AT'ION OF FIG. 21. 
9 to 18 and 19 to 28.. 
The figure is in the back pocket. The complete explanation 
is given on p.154. 
Fig. 21. Fabric data from analysed specimens of Loch 
Tay Limestone. 	Orientation as before, p. 116. 
9 to 18. 	[000 axes of original lattice (dots) and 
poles of twinned [0112) lamellae (arrow-heads). 
9. 15 twinned grains in Sp. 416; 
10. 8 twthned grains in Sp. 417; 
11. 15 twinned grains in Sp. 420; 
12. 20 twinned grains in Sp. 1; 
13. 12 twinned grains in Sp. 2; 
14. 34 twinned grains in Sp. 2; 
15. 20 twinned grains in Sp. 4; 
16. 10 twinned grains in Sp. 520; 
17. 26 twinned grains in Sp. 519; 
18. 20 twinned grains in Sp. 518;. 
19 to 28. 	Axesof compression (dots) and tension 
(crosses) most favouring the observed twinning 
on 01l2 	in individual grains. 
l. 	' 
A1. 
S1 	 ' 	 J._J '. - 
OA 
. ,.J 	, 
20. Sp. 417; 25. Sp. 4; 
21. Sp. 420; 26. Sp. 520, 
22. Sp. 1; ' 	 , 27. Sp. 519; 
23. Sp. 2; 28. Sp. 518; 
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been interpreted as good evidence that the visible twinning 
reslted from a simple system of stresses applied to the rock 
mass after complete recrystallization (Turner, 1953, p.281). 
The preferred orientation of twinned (01-121 lamellae In the 
Loch Thy Limestone is consistent with a similar interpretatIoi. 
The synmietry of this late stress system appears to have been 
the suie as that of thc3lstresses which produced the preferred 
orientation of grain dimensions and calcite lattice. 
The lamollae which twinned must have been: oriented 
so that the coefficient of resolved shearing stress In the 
direction and sense of twin gliding was high. 	It has been 
pointed out (Weiss, 1054 (b), po646) that this is nost likely 
to be true of marbles which have suffered only slight post-
crystalline deformation and are accordIngly weakly twinned 
as are the analysed specimens from Loch Pay Limestone. 
If stress becoies very strong twinning on even rolatively 
unfavourably oriented (01-121 lsmeliae will result, and on 
the more favourably oriented larnellae tvvinnin: will be almost 
cop1ete; finially relative rotation of grains may occur. 
The lsmellae which are twinned in the Loch Tay Limestone tend: 
to be orioited either parallel or at right ankles to the 
foliation; they define sts.tistical, penotrativo slip planes. 
When a rock deforms by slip qlong inclined planes, usually 
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only one of these develops for a number of reasons, as for 
instance the presence of an initial plane of woc.lmess, such 
as foliation sub-paralel to one of the potential slip planes 
In most of the rocks, doscribed, here, there is a tor!dency:fr 
only one inclined sher.pianr3 to develop; omespec1mens.; 
possess the plane parallel to the foliation, othois the high 
angle plane, and one specimen has both (Fig.21,14). The 
existence of tue high aigle pane is all the more striking 
when it is recalled that rolatively few (01-121 loellse are 
oriented at a high engle to the foliation. 
'hen the directions of compression and tension 
most favoura'o.y oriented to cause visible twinning on(01,12)  
were plotted .(c.I. 'i1urner, 1953, p.262) they wore found to 
lie riarthe;ac plane. 	itiiin this distribution, they 
were grouped into a maximum of compression points and a 
maximum of tensionpo1nts. 	It has been shown (oiss, 1954 
(b), p.646) that ambiguity in the interpretation of suol -iresults 
exists if the tension plots roughly coincide with the principle 
[000 maximum, as the concontation of tonsion points may 
simply be a consequence of the distribution of E000 , rather 
than a reflection of an external stress system. 	In the 
specimens considered here, the tension points are inclined 
at 45 0 or less to the foliation, whilst in most, the 
li1I:I 
axis xnaximui is nearly normal to the foliation • Hence this 
source of ambiguity does not arise in the rocks considered 
The visible twinning on(013.21 could have been cau.ed by a 
siiiple system of stresses, operative in the o plane. 	The 
stresses could have been either a compression or a tension, 
or 'both, acting parallel to the direction marked by the 
concentration of compression or tension points respectively. 
The almost equal tendency for either of the two 
shear pianos to develop suggests that at a late stage of 
deformation, the rock was cloforming by flattening normal 
to the compression rather than undergoing extmsive transport 
or rotation. 	It is. probable for this reason that no sense 
of large-scale transport can be inferred from, the direction 
and snse of twinning on(01121 1 	However, irr;th000 
specimens which possess slip planes parallel to the foliation 
the sose of gliding is consistently towards the north-west. 
This Is the opposite sense 'Co that indicatod by the megascopic 
and large-scale structures in the area, suggostin that the 
twinning may have resulted from stresses initiated during 
recovery of the rock mass after doforLiation. 
4. 4arble with large grains. 
The marble containing large grains of calcite up 
to 4mm. in length, which occurs throughout the outcrop of the 
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Loch Tay Limestone in Cowal, has already been mentioned 
(p. 115) with regard to the dimensional orientation of calcite 
grains. The orientation data of these large grains were 
studied in one of the analysed specimens (spe&imen 420). 
In hand specimen, the large calcite grains are 
conspicious as black spots in'a fine-grained, dark-grey 
matrix. 	In thin section, the large grains are seen to be 
clouded with very fine-grairied mineral inclusions. As 
may be seen fron Fig. 20, the inclusion-filled grains tend 
to have a dimensional preferred orientation in which grains 
are flattened In the foliation plane and are slightly elongate 
parallel to the a fabric axis (Clough, 1897, p.46). 	Some 
of the large grains possess a rim of clear calcite which has 
tended to strengthen the dimensional preferred orleutation. 
In thin section the general character of the large grains 
and their relation tb the matrix suggests that the roCk was 
formerly made up of even-grained, coarsely-crystalline clouded 
calcite which was eventually milled down until only .a few of 
the large grains survived. The groundmass appears then to 1 
have been recrystallized, during which phase some of the 
calcite crystallised in optical contintity with the large 
clouded grains. The fact that the deposition of clear 
calcite on the large grains tended to. exaggerate the existing 
dimensional preferred orientation suggests that during the 
recrystallization an external stress field still existed. 
In the specimen chosen for analysis, inclusion-
filled grains were selected in which the maximum dimension 
in the thin section exceoded approximately 1mm. Fifty 
grains were measured in an ac section and forty-five in a 
be section; the data from the be section were rotated into 
the plane of the ac section. 	[000i] axes, f0112) lainollae 
and Ol1} cleavages were measured and recorded. Twinning 
on (0112) was observed in only eight grains. 
The orientation of 00011 in these grains is shown 
in Fig. a, 1. 	It may be seen that the [ôooi] axes lie in 
a girdle very similar to the girdle of [000i] axes of the 
matrix grains in the same specimen (Fig. 21,3), and that 
the principal maximum coincides with the maximwn for the 
grains in the matrix. 
The degree of preferred orientation of a crystal 
axes was also tested for the large grains. The a axes were 
located f or those grains in which [000] lies in the principal 
maximum of the [000i] axis girdle. There is a fairly strong 
preferred orientation of a crystal axes into three maxima 






Fig. 23. 	Large•rainsin Sp. 420. 	0iientation as in 
• 	Fig..21. 
94 measurements of [000i] in calcite. 
• 
	
	Contours are approximately 1, 3 and 5 per cent 
per 1 per cent area. 
48 crP
01j
tallographic a-axes from 16 grains 
In which 	lies in fhe principalimaxiriium 
in 1, shown by the dotted area. 	Contours are 
2, 4, 6 and 8 per cent per 1 per cent area. 
.3. 	[0001] axes of oriInal lattice (dots) and 
poles of twinned [0112j lamellae (arrow-heads) 
• 	of 8 twinned grains. 	 . 
4. 	Axes of compression (dots) and tension 
• 	• (crosses) most favouring the observed twinning 
on f0112j in ifldividual grains,. 
correspondence with the maxima f or a crystal axes in the 
matrix grains .(Fig. 	,2). 
Most of the large grains possess (01-121 lainellae; 
about 50 per cent contain two sets and about 10 per cent 
possess three sets. 	About 30 per cent of the,large grains 
contain one or more sets of.(10-11)'cleavages whereas In the 
matrix grains, cleavages are rare. 
In about 10 per cent of the large grains, twinned 
(01-121 'lameIlae occur. In all examples, the twin lamollae 
are very narrow. The orientation of 0004 axes of twinned 
graibs and the poles of the twinned(61121'lamellae are shown 
in Fig. 23,3. They are too few to make reliable comparisoh 
withithe corresponding data of twinned grains in the matrix. 
The compression-tension points were constructed and show a 
good concentration (FIg. 23 9 4). 	The correspondence with the 
compression-tension points determined for the twinned grains 
of the matrix is striking (of. Fig. 21 1,21). 
5. Sununary and conelusions. 
The interpretation of the evolution of the fabric 
of the Loch Tay Limestone which has been outlined in preceeding 
pages can be suimarised as follows: 
(I) An originally' sedimentary. ,imestone was converted 
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into a thoroughly crystalline calcite marble made up of 
large, inclusion-filled grains. 
(ii) Subsequent movements in the rock mass resulted 
in the majority of these grains being broken down. Some 
of the original grains survived and these have a dimensional 
preferred orientation, flattened in the folIation plane and 
elongate parallel to the a fabric axis. 	It is therefore 
probable that there was unrestricted transport in the rock 
mass parallel to a. ,Preforred orientation of the crystal 
lattice was doubtless also attained at this stage, both in 
the large grains and in the calcite of the matrix. 
(lii) Tlie rock mass was then completely recrystallized; 
the present form of the grains in the matrix was gained, 
and the size of the large grains was increased by the addition 
of rims of clear calcite. The dimensional preferred 
orientation of the large grains flattened in the foliation 
plane and elongate parallel to a was empha3ized by the manner 
in which these clear calcite rims were added and the grains 
in the matrix developed a similar dimensional orientation. 
This suggests that movements parallel to a continued during 
recrystallization of th,rock mass. 
(iv) Finally the marble was subjected to a sliGht squeeze 
LI 
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which gave rise to thw twinned (01121 iarnellao in both 
large and small grains. The symmetry of this late 
deformation coincides with that of the earlier movements 
which produced the preferred orientation of the lattice 
and grain dimensions.. 
The resulting fabrics in the Loch Thy Limestone 
is renarkably homogeneous in the specimens which wore 
collected over eighteen miles of outcrop between Glendaruel 
and Clachan Beag. Interpretation of the fabric indicates 
that between these localities the rock has been deformed 
about a horizontal tectonic axis trending north-east to south-
west. 	 - 
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The Geometry of the Ben Liii Fold (S.W. Highlands) 
By PAUL C. GILMOUR and DONALD B. MCINTYRE 
Ansiitcr - 
It has been claimed that the hinge of one of the two major recum-
bent folds of the S.W. Highlands is exposed near Ben Lui. In this 
paper it is claimed that the form of the outcrops permits the existence 
of this recumbent fold only if the fold-axis plunges towards the south-
west. Evidence is given that the plunge is in fact towards the west, 
and on this basis a profile has been constructed to illustrate the 
observed geometrical relationships of the rocks. 
INTRODUCTION 
A SUPPOSED stratigraphical succession has been the basis of most attempts to unravel Highland structures, and it is therefore 
not surprising that there is sometimes cohsiderable diversity of inter-
pretation. The stratigraphical method has proved adequate for 'the 
study of gently folded, fossiliferous rocks, but it is founded on certain 
assumptions which are not likely to be valid in a metamorphic complex. 
Hitherto it has not been sufficiently realized that if folded rocks outcrop, 
their shape can be determined from purely geometrical considerations; 
the stratigraphical data should be superimposed on the observed 
structural framework. 'The relationship between. stratigraphy and 
tectonics has been well expressed by Argand (1911, pp.  17-18): "The 
stratigraphic entity, based on. matérial,' in no way contradicts the 
tectonic entity, based on form. They are different things, partially 
oblique to one another. . . . In certain cases it is possible to recognize 
the structural forms by using a minimum of stratigraphy, and then to 
unroll them to find out, so far as in possible, how the material studied 
in detail by the stratigrapher is distributed in the forms recognized by 
the tectonician" (translated). 
As a result of Bailey's structural synthesis (1922), it is generally 
recognized (see Wright et a!, 1922) that the S.W. Highlands consist of 
three great nappe complexes, and that in one of these, the Iltay Nappe, 
there are two major recumbent folds; these are the Carrick Castle and 
Ben Lui (Laoigh) folds, named after the localities where the respective 
hinges are supposed to be visible (Text-fig. 1). In the present paper an 
attempt is made to analyse the observed geometric relationships of the 
rocks in the neighbourhood of the Ben Liii hinge. During the past two 
years the Carrick Castle area has been under investigation, and the 
results will be given in another paper. 
BAILEY'S INTERPRETATION 
The relationship between the published maps (one-inch, Sheets 45 
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and. 46) and Bailey's sections (see especially Bailey, 1938, fig. 12, 
reproduced in the Grampian Highlands Regional Guide, 1948, fig. 7A), 
implies a plunge towards the south-west in the Ben Lui region. On the 
basis of these published maps, we have constructed a profile of the 
critical region using an assi.imed plunge of 150  towards the south-
;west (Text-fig. 3A). The fold appears as a large recumbent structure 
closing towards the north-west. 
For many miles to the east of Ben Lui, and particularly in the 
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TEXT-FIG. 1.—Locality Map. Outcrop of Loch lay marble shown. 
and synforms which extend over a wide area;, this is the well-known 
"Loch Tay flat belt ". Bailey has assumed (1922, fig. 4) that this flat 
belt is the upper limb of the Ben Lui fold, i.e. the limb joining the 
Carrick -Castle and Ben Lui closures, but it must be emphasized that 
no one has claimed to have followed any horizon around both hinges. 
Moreover, Bailey has used this assumption in order to draw certain 
otherwise hypothetical closures on sections through ground further 
to the east (e.g. Regional Guide, 1948, fig. 7B). If even part of the flat 
belt belongs to the upper limb of the Ben Lui fold, there must be 
an axial culmination, immediately to the east of Ben Lui, of sufficient 
magnitude to bring the upper limb down to the present topographic 
surface; the existence of such a culmination has never been 
demonstrated. - - - 
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THE CORR1CrED PROFILE 
The profile described above (Text-fig. 3A) is hypothetical in so far as 
the orientation of the fold-axis on which it is based was assumed, 
and it should be pointed out that no estimate has ever been published 
of either trend or plunge of the fold-axis in this region. The methods 
by which the plunge of major structures can be obtained have already 
been summarized (McIntyre, 1950, p.  428), and it is unfortunate 
that the data so far published for the Ben Lui region are inadeqUate 
for application of any one of these techniques. However, the trend 
and plunge of the axes of minor folds, and of parallel linear structures, 
have been determined (Text-fig. 2, based on McIntyre,. 1951; Plate 9), 
and this information can be used for the construction of a profile. 
It is never altogether satisfactory to rely on a single method of 
determination of a major fold-axis, but in this region we have, at 
present no alternative; accumulation of further data may of course 
necessitate modification of the conclusions presented here. 
In the neighbourhood of Ben Lui the folds trend nearly east-west; 
this unexpected fact is of great importance in the geometric analysis 
of the Ben Lui fold. Further, there is a definite axial culmination near 
Crianlarich, so that whereas on Ben Lui the plunge is at about 15° 
towards the west, at Loch Dochart House, three or four miles E.N.E. 
of Crianlarich, it is about the same amount towards the east. Since 
the data used in construction of the first profile (Text-fig. 3A) are thus 
found to be erroneous, we have constructed a second profile (Text-fig. 
311) of the critical region on the basis 'of 'the average observed plunge 
of 15° towards the west. 
The difference between the two profiles is very striking, and it is 
clear that the structure hitherto pointed out on the maps as the hinge 
of the Ben Lui recumbent fold is merely the crest of an antiform; 
if the supposed recumbent fold does indeed exist, its hinge has yet to be 
found. To the west and south-west of Ben Lui, and again to the east 
and north-east of Crianlarich, the plunge must carry the hinge, if it 
exists in the structural horizons shown on the profile, below the present 
topographic surface, and it seems unlikely that there is a hinge 
exposed between these two localities. The existence of a major recUm-
bent fold has certainly not been proved. 
The antiform which enables us to see most deeply into the structural 
units of the fiat belt, is the one running along the length of Loch Tay. 
Our present knowledge of the trend and plunge of the fold-axes 
indicates that the crest of the antiform in the marble at Loch Tay 
is structurally immediately below the Ben Lui antiform, and not well 
to the south-west of the Ben Lui hinge as would have been supposed 
had the trend been N.E.—S.W. The appareTth ieldtivcpositions of the 
Fold-axis; plunges </0 °omited  
/  
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TEXT-FIG. 2.—Map showing 'trend and plunge of observed fold-axes, and of parallel linear structures, in the Ben Lui region. 
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Loch Tay and Ben Lui antiforms are shown on the profile (Text-fig. 313), 
and it will be seen that they are probably one and the same structure. 
If this is indeed the case, that part of the fiatbelt which isexposed 
to the north of Loch Tay must be structurally to the north of the Ben 
S.E. 	 N.W. 
A 
Ben Lu i • 
S. 	 N. 
B 	 Ben Lui' 
WO  
I 
a 	/ /i'ilomet,'e 
Graphite 	Ardrishaiq Phyiites - 	Loch Thy 
Schists Ben Lawers Sch,sts Marble 
TEXT-nO. 3.—A. Profile constructed using an assumed plunge of 150 
towards the south-west. 
B. Profile constructed using the observed plunge of 150  towards 
the west. The apparent position of the Loch Tay antiform has been 
determined by consideration of the form of the longitudinal section. 
Lui crest. It can therefore be concluded that our present knowledge 
of the geometrical relationships of the rocks is opposed to the view 
that a major recumbent fold exists in the Ben Lui region. 
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(b) Additional Data on the Fold Axis In the Ben Lui Area. 
The axis of folding in the Ben Lul area was 
obtained by measuring the trend add plunge of large numbers 
of smalifolds and linear structures (Gllmour and McIntyre, 
1954, p. 163). These gave an Indication of the trend and 
plunge of the fold axis of the major structures but it was 
also noted that more reliable results would have been ob-
tained had other observations been made • For that reason, 
some time during the summer of 1954 in the region of Ben Lul 
collecting a large number of measurements 'of the attitude of 
planar structures. Since this additional work confirmed 
the general conclusions of' the published papor (p io), it 
need only be presented briefly. 
The map on p., 139 shows. that the small folds and 
linear structures in the Ben Lul area are not homoaxial. 
Nevertheless, in general, they plunge gently towards the 
west, the axis of folding being tilarkedly different from 
that hitherto assumed by Bailey. When the 7V-poles are 
plotted for the measurements of foliation made In the area 
shovm in Fig. 2i4 they tend to lie In a girdle, the pole of 
the girdle trending east-west and plunging at about 200  to the 
west. The girdle is, however, very broad and diffuse and it 
is clear that, like the sm.11 folds and lineatlons, the 
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flexurc.1 folding in the area is not strictly hornoaxial. 
/3-diagrams were plotted for small areas in which measurements 
had been made • It was generally found that the j-diagrams 
did not produce.a point maximum. By means' of a process of 
trial and error, the region was eventually divided into sub-
areas which are homoaxial. The resulting f3-iagrams are 
shown In FIg.24. 
Two features are evident In the 1-dIagrams for' 
the sub-areas. Wthilo In general the axis of flexural 
folding trends east-west and plunges at approximately 100 
to 200  to the west, as already noted, In detail the 	-axis 
is highly variable • the other significant feature of the 
/3-diagrams is that In each stib-area, the axes of the small 
folds and lineations are in general parallel to the 'axis of 
flexural folding (of. Fig. 2 on p. 139 with Fig. 23 of this 
thesis.). 
The (-cxIs and small-scale axial atnuctures in 
the area a'ound Ben Lui. and in the ground to the west, have 
a fairly constant east-west trend and gentle westerly plunge. 
To the south of Ben Lul, the trend of the axes of I loxural 
folding and small linear structures are hIg}ly variable 
(of. Fig. 2 on p. 19 and FIg. 22 of this thesis). 	This Is 
particularly marked In the outcrops of the Loch Tay Limestone. 
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Small folds which trend north-west to south-east with almost 
horizontal plunge may be observed in the marble. The 
measurements of the foliation which are plotted inn-diagram 
No. 4 In Fig. 17 were made on an outcrop of marble. It 
has already been suggested that the rocks to the north-east. 
of Ben Lui have been defo3limod by s fold axis which trends 
north-west to south-east.(Reynolds and Hothies, 1954). 
The anomalies in the trend of the axis of fioxural folding 
and small folds which have been recorded from arotrnd Ben 
Lul may be a feflectIon Of this deformation. 
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XIV. CONCLUSIONS. 
Since the detailed conclusions have already 
been stmuusrised at the end of bach section, all that remains 
is-to state the final results of this work. 
(1) The rocks in the Carrick Castle area are apparently 
folded into a large antiform on a horizontal axis which 
trends north-oas to south-west. 	No-positive otience -for 
a mojor recumbent fold in the rocks has been found in this 
investigation. 
The evidence for a large-scale recumbent fold in 
areas adjoining Carrick Cistle, is foundto be inconclusive 
when considered in detail. 
The suppoeed Ben Lul recumbent syncline does not 
exist. 	It is tentatively suggested that the rocks in the 
area are folded into an antiform which is a continuation 
of the Loch Tay Antiform. 
Petrofabric analysis of the Loch Tay Limestone 
(marble) lying to the south-east of Loch Fyne shows that 
the fabric possess remarkable homogeneity over an outcrop 
of almost twenty 'mIles. Kinematic and dynamic interprott.On 
of the fabric throughout the outcrop shows that the merbie 
has been deformed about a tectonic axis which trends north-
east to south-west and is horthzontal., 
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EXPLANATION OF FIG. 21. 
The figure is in the back pocket. 
Fig. 21, Fabric data from analysed specimens of Loch Thy 
Limestone. Plane of projection is normal to 
lineationü measured In the field. Prominent 
foliation Is shown by the full line. Broken 
line Is the geographical horizontal. South and 
West are Indicated. Diagrams f or a single 
specimen are given In a côlumn. The sequence 
from loft to right In which the diagrams are re- 
presented, corresponds bo the sequence from south-
west to north-east of the outcrops a The specimen 
numbers 1,2,3,and 4 refer to the four specimens 
from Glensluan which have been described in detail. 
	
1 to 8. 	E000l]In calcite. 	Contours are 1, 3 and 5 
percent per pOr cent area. 
1. 200 measurements from Sp.I; 
2, • 00 measurements from Sp. 417; 
200 measurements from Sp. 420; 
100 measurements from Sp. 2; 
50 	100 measurements fr'om.Sp. 3;; 
200 measurements from Sp. 520; 
200 measurements fromSp. 519; 
200 aessuremonts from Sp. 518; 
9 to 18. 	[00. axes of_cigInal lattice (dots) and 
poles of twinned [01123 laznellae (arrow-heads). 
• 9. 	15 twInned grains in Sp. 416; 
10. 8 twinned grains in Sp. 417; 
• 11. 	15 twinned grains In Sp. 420; 
20 twinned grains In Sp. 	1; 
1, 2 twinned grains In Sp. 2; 
34 twInned grains in Sp. 	3; 
20 twinned grains In 	4; 
10 twinned grains in Sp. 520; 
26 twinned grains in Sp. 519; 
20 twinned grains in Sp. 518; 
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19 to 28. . 	Axes of compression (dots) and tensions 
(crosses) most favouring the observed twinning. 
on 	 in individual grains, 
Sp. 416; 	 24. 	Sp. 	3; 
Sp. 417; 25. Sp. 4; 
Sp.420; 	 26 	Sp. &0; 
Sp. 	; 27. Sp.519; 
Sp. 2; 	 28. 	Sp. 518; 
29 to 35. 	f3 -.diarams' corresponding to 'specimen 
1oca1ities. 	Diagrams based c$r 10 to 15 
measurements Of the prominent foliation at' each 
iôcality. The plane of projection is the same 
as for the corresponding petrofabric data. 
29. 	Loc. 416; 	32. 	Glensluan Sps. 1 and 2;• 
301 Loc, 417; 33. Glens].uan Sps. 3 and 4; 
31. 	Loc. 420; 	34. 	Locs. 519 and 520; 





Fig. 14. Explanation follows p. 43. 
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